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methylcytosine (5mC) methylations, using NGS-methods requires specific study
protocols. Nanopore sequencing is a third-generation sequencing method that
provides rich signal information along with basecall information. This signal can
be used to detect epigenetic features such as DNA modifications, and potentially
DNA adducts, without the need for separate study protocols. There have been
multiple different approaches for modification detection from nanopore sequenc-
ing data in recent years and some of the most promising approaches have used
deep learning. In this work I propose a novel neural network architecture that
can detect 5mC-methylations at high accuracy. My model uses multimodal input
data and consists of two separate modules that apply Inception and Transformer
networks. The methylation detection model performs comparably to the state-
of-the-art methods but the training time of the model is drastically lower due to
the model architecture. I also propose a completely novel approach for detecting
DNA adducts from nanopore sequencing data indirectly via read end prediction
that is done with the same model architecture. The results are promising, but fur-
ther research needs to be done in order to validate my hypothesis and to improve
the accuracy of the approach.
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Diplomityössäni tutkin syväoppimismenetelmiä DNA:n muunnosemästen sekä
adduktien tunnistamiseen nanopore-sekvensointidatasta. Nykyisin käytetyimmät
menetelmät DNA:n sekvensointiin hyödyntävät nopeaa suurtehosekvensointia,
kuten Illumina-sekvensointi. Näillä menetelmillä DNA:n muunnosemästen, ku-
ten 5-metyylisytosiinin, tunnistaminen vaatii erikoistuneita koeasetelmia, ku-
ten bisulfiittisekvensointia. Nanopore-sekvensointi on kolmannen sukupolven se-
kvensointimenetelmiin kuuluva teknologia, joka tuottaa emässekvenssin lisäksi
signaalimittauksia, joiden avulla emästen tunnistaminen tehdään. Tätä signaa-
lia voidaan hyödyntää myös emäsmuunnosten tunnistamiseen, ja mahdollises-
ti myös adduktien tunnistamiseen, ilman tarvetta erikoistuneille koeasetelmille.
Viime vuosien aikana on kehitetty useita menetelmiä, jotka tunnistavat nanopore-
sekvensointidatasta emäsmuunnoksia ja useat lupaavat menetelmät hyödyntävät
syväoppimista. Esitän tässä diplomityössä uuden syväoppimismallin, joka pystyy
tunnistamaan 5-metyylisytosiinin nanopore-sekvensointidatasta korkealla tark-
kuudella. Mallini hyödyntää kahta eri tyyppistä syötedataa ja se rakentuu kahdes-
ta moduulista, jotka hyödyntävät transformer- ja inception-neuroverkkoja. Tämä
metylaatioiden tunnistamiseen tehdyn mallin tarkkuus on verrattavissa alan lip-
pulaivamalleihin, mutta neuroverkkoarkkitehtuurinsa vuoksi sen kouluttaminen
on huomattavasti nopeampaa kuin kirjallisuudessa esitetyn syväoppimismallin,
johon vertasin malliani. Lisäksi esitän työssäni täysin uudenlaisen hypoteesin, jol-
la DNA-addukteja voisi tunnistaa epäsuorasti nanopore-sekvensointidatasta en-
nustamalla luettavien sekvenssien loppumista samalla mallilla, jota käytin mety-
laatioiden tunnistamiseen. Mallin tulokset ovat lupaavia, mutta tarvitaan lisää
tutkimusta, jotta hypoteesini voidaan varmistaa ja jotta mallin tulokset parane-
vat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

All organisms need genetic instructions for development, growth, upkeep,
and reproduction. This information is stored in the deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) molecule, encoded in the sequence of nucleotide bases. While this
sequential information can be used to synthesize RNA and proteins, it does
not explain the differences in gene expression between different cell types in
a multicellular organism. This is explained by epigenetics, which is a general
term for hereditary phenotype changes that is not explained by the base se-
quence in the DNA. [1]

DNA modifications are one of the main epigenetic mechanisms alongside hi-
stone modifications. They have a huge impact on how different cells have
varying gene expression and form different tissues, in multicellular organ-
isms, while holding the same genetic sequence. The most studied and best-
characterized DNA modifications are methylations, such as 5-methylcytosine
(5mC) where a methyl-group has been added to the 5th carbon of cytosine,
which is one of the four nucleobases. [2]

In mammalian cells, most 5mC methylations are concentrated at CpG se-
quence motifs. These are mostly methylated except for CpG-islands (CGIs)
which can be found in promoter regions of genes. It is shown that methyla-
tion of CGIs causes transcriptional repression, meaning that a gene can be
silenced by methylations in the CGI region of the promoter. Methylation
profile in the DNA is not inherited from parental gametes, unlike the DNA
sequence itself. It appears that a large proportion of all methylation events
are erased very early in ontogenesis. This allows the cells to gain true totipo-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

tency which can help the organism to respond to different environmental
stimuli. [3]

Disturbance in the methylation patterns is frequently observed in human
diseases such as cancer. These disturbances include methylation of CGIs
in tumor suppressor genes, which can silence the genes responsible for cell
mechanisms that prevent uncontrollable growth. It is also characterized that
many non-CGI regions are demethylated in cancer cells. [4]

DNA adducts are DNA sites bound to electrophilic chemicals. The formation
of a DNA adduct could mean the initiation of carcinogenesis, development
of a cancerous cell. Molecules that form DNA adducts include acetaldehyde,
which is present in tobacco smoke, and cisplatin which is used in cancer
treatment to kill tumor cells. [5] One adduct-forming molecule of which
structure was recently discovered is called colibactin. It is excreted by certain
strains of Escherichia coli and the presence of such bacteria correlates with
the frequency and severity of colorectal cancers in humans. However, better
detection methods of colibactin are needed to better study the physiological
effects of colibactin-excreting bacteria in the human gut. [6] The ability to
identify colibactin-adducts from nanopore sequencing data would potentially
provide new insights into the pathogenesis of colorectal cancers.

1.2 Motivation

Base modifications in DNA have been considered difficult to study due to
the standard Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) protocols, where a DNA
sample is usually PCR-amplified to improve the yield. In addition to PCR-
amplification, sequencing by synthesis (SBS) methods such as Illumina se-
quencing, are inherently unsuitable for modification detection without special
study protocols due to identical binding of unmodified and modified bases. [7]

The most common approach to detect base modifications with NGS methods
is bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq). In bisulfite sequencing, the DNA sample is
put through an amination reaction and treated with sodium bisulfite. This
will convert unmethylated cytosines into uracils, without affecting 5mCs.
After PCR-amplification the sample can be sequenced and the methylated
cytosines can be found at a single-base resolution by aligning the reads to
the reference genome. [8] While being a widely used and precise proto-
col, bisulfite sequencing has some downsides. It can detect only methy-
lated cytosines, it can not discriminate between a 5-methylcytosine and a
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5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) and it needs a reference genome of the
organism. [7] However, there are methods for 5hmC detection with SBS pro-
tocols such as oxidative bisulfite sequencing (oxBS-seq) that requires specific
treatment, where 5hmCs are oxidized to 5-formylcytosines [9].

Recent advantages in DNA sequencing have enabled the analysis of long na-
tive DNA fragments with long-read sequencing methods such as PacBio’s
single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing and Oxford Nanopore Tech-
nologies’ nanopore sequencing. These long-read methods sequence the native
DNA/RNA and collect such data that the base modifications can be detected
from the raw signal data. SMRT sequencing measures the kinetics of base
additions during sequencing and these kinetics present characteristic patterns
that can be used to detect many different base modifications. Nanopore se-
quencing measures changes in electrical current as the DNA molecule moves
through a tiny nanopore and different k-mers, or subsequences, produce dif-
ferent characteristic deviations in the measured current. Modified bases can
be identified from these signal measurements. [7]

There have been many attempts in detecting DNA modifications from nanopore
sequencing data in recent years. Some of them apply statistical testing be-
tween a native DNA sample and a PCR amplified control sample. Other
approaches use a statistical models such as hidden Markov models (HMM)
or deep neural networks, where a probabilistic model is calibrated using a
training data set. Some of the modification detection methods and the differ-
ences between these two approaches are introduced and discussed in Chapter
5.

1.3 Aim of the study

Many of the proposed methods can predict methylation sites from nanopore
read data at very high accuracy. These methods use different approaches
such as hidden Markov models, statistical testing, or deep neural networks.
Out of these models, the best-performing ones are using deep neural networks
[6]. In this project, I aim to develop novel methods that can outperform the
current state-of-the-art methods by combining knowledge from the nanopore
sequencing and deep learning domains. A supervised method that combines
a convolutional neural network with inception layers together with a trans-
former architecture to predict methylation sites is proposed. In addition to
methylation detection, another goal is to develop the first model to detect
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colibactin binding sites which can be very useful in future colorectal cancer
research.



Chapter 2

DNA and its modifications and
adducts

2.1 The structure and function of DNA

A deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule consists of two long polymer chains
each of which consists of small subunits called nucleotides. These DNA chains
are often called DNA strands. The strands form a double helix structure
which is held together by hydrogen bonds between the opposing nucleotides.
A nucleotide consists of a five-carbon sugar, which in the case of DNA is de-
oxyribose, a phosphate group, and a nitrogen-containing base. The base may
be either adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), or thymine (T). The struc-
tures of these four nucleobases are shown in Figure 2.1. The nucleotides in
a single DNA strand are covalently linked together by the phosphate group
and the sugar group. The way the nucleotides are linked gives the DNA
chain chemical polarity. One end of the chain has the phosphate group at
its terminus, which is the 5th position of the sugar molecule, and the other
has a hydroxyl group at its terminus which is the 3rd position of the sugar
molecule. For this reason the ends of DNA strands are called 5’ end and 3’
end. This directionality is important since nucleic acids can be synthesized
in vivo only in the 5’ end to 3’ end direction. [1]

Due to the structure of the bases, there are certain rules, which determine
how nucleotides in the opposing strands can bind. In each nucleotide pair, one
nucleotide has a larger two-ring base, a purine, and a smaller one-ring base,
a pyrimidine. Adenine and guanine are purines and cytosine and thymine
are pyrimidines. Due to the chemical properties of the bases, an adenine can
only bind to thymine, since they both form two hydrogen bonds, and cytosine
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CHAPTER 2. DNA AND ITS MODIFICATIONS AND ADDUCTS 6

can only bind to guanine since they both form three hydrogen bonds. This
pairing enables the bases to be packed in the energetically most favorable
arrangement inside the double helix. To further maximize the efficiency of
the base-pairing, the strands wind around each other and form the double
helix structure. Another constraint for base pairing is that the nucleotides
can only bind together if the DNA strands are antiparallel, which means
that the directionality of the strands has to be different. As a consequence
of these base-pairing requirements, the base sequence of a DNA strand is
always complementary to its partner strand. [1] The directionality and base
pairing is visualized in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Structure and organization of DNA. a) Double-helix structure of
DNA. b) Base pairing and directionality of complementary DNA-strands. c)
Chemical formation of nucleobases and nucleotides. Figure from [10].

The DNA molecule has two main functions: to store the information to
specify an organism in a chemical form and to transfer said information into
daughter cells at cell division. The structure of DNA molecules is critical
to achieving these functionalities. The sequential structure allows the tran-
scription of RNA which is later translated into an amino acid sequence and
the double helix allows efficient duplication of the genome. [1]

DNA encodes the hereditary information through the nucleotide sequence.
The different bases present in the nucleotides - A, C, G, and T - can be
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considered to form a four-letter alphabet that is used to encode biological
messages. To decode these messages, a DNA sequence is first transformed
into a ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecule in a process called transcription. This
messenger RNA is then translated into an amino acid sequence. Each base
triplet, also known as a codon, has their own complementary matching trans-
fer RNA molecule, which holds a single amino acid. As the RNA is read three
bases at a time by a ribosome, the amino acids brought by the tRNAs are
added together to form a polypeptide, which is later processed into a protein.
There are 20 different proteinogenic amino acids in eukaryotic cells. With
different polypeptide structures and combinations of multiple polypeptides,
a very large variety of complex proteins can be formed. [1]

Each cell in an organism contains the whole genome, which carries all in-
formation for synthesizing all proteins and RNA molecules. Often the term
genome is used to refer to the complete DNA sequence of an organism. The
amount of information in genomes can be staggering, e.g. the human genome
consists of 3 billion bases and a typical diploid human cell contains 2 meters
of DNA double helix. At each cell division, this information has to be copied
to the daughter cells. The structure of the DNA enables elegant replication.
Each strand of the double helix will act as a template for the synthesis of a
new complementary strand. Because each strand contains a sequence that is
exactly complementary to the nucleotide sequence of the partner strand, syn-
thesizing new strands against both partner strands will result in two identical
copies of the original two-stranded genome. This way both daughter cells will
inherit the same genetic material at cell division. [1]

2.2 DNA modifications

DNA modifications are modified versions of the four standard nucleobases
A, C, G, and T. Alongside histone modifications, DNA modifications are
one of the main epigenetic mechanisms. Epigenetics is defined as the study
of heritable phenotype changes that cannot be explained by changes in the
DNA sequence. Epigenetics aims to explain how different cells can interpret
their identical genome in different contexts. For example, different cells in a
multicellular organism can express different genes and form different tissues
with identical DNA sequence.

The most prevalent and best studied DNA modifications include cytosine
methylation (5-methylcytosine, 5mC) and N6-methyladenine (6mA). In re-
cent years, advantages in analytical tools and methodologies have enabled
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the study and characterization of other previously unknown modifications
such as 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), 5-carboxycytosine (5caC) and N6-
hydroxymethyladenine (6hmA). DNA modifications are assumed to play a
sophisticated role in spatial and temporal gene expression so further study of
different modifications is needed to better understand underlying epigenetics.
[11]

Methylations of nucleotides are reversible molecular marks on genomic DNA.
They are observed in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Bacteria
can methylate adenosine (6mA) or cytosine bases (5mC), while in eukaryotes
methylation occurs only in cytosine bases (5mC). DNA methylation is gen-
erally linked to transcriptional silencing. However, it is not essential for gene
regulation in eukaryotes since methylations are absent in some organisms such
as dipteran insects e.g. Drosophila melanogaster. This indicates that tran-
scriptional changes during development do not necessarily need methylation
of DNA. Since the prevalence and genomic distribution of DNA methylation
vary widely it is suggested that there are various modes of targeting and
function of DNA methylations. [4]

Methylations that are inherited by daughter in cell division occur only at
CpG-dinucleotides in vertebrates. The sequence symmetry of CpGs allows
the propagation of methylation patterns through cell division. Generally,
CpGs are methylated in vertebrate genomes which has caused CpG deple-
tion over evolutionary time through ineffective base-excision repair. When
a cytosine base goes through spontaneous deamination it turns into a uracil
base which is efficiently removed by the uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) en-
zyme. However, when a methylated cytosine deaminates spontaneously it
turns into a thymine which is a proper genomic base. This resulting mis-
match frequently leads to a C to T transition despite the presence of thymine-
DNA glycosylase (TD) and methyl-CpG-binding protein 4 (MBD4) that are
thought to remove thymines within the methylated CGs. A notable excep-
tion to this general loss of CpGs are areas called CpG islands (CGIs). They
are genomic elements that have expected CpG content and generally over-
lap with promoter regions of genes. CGIs remain unmethylated in germline
cells with a few notable exceptions such as X-chromosome inactivation and
genomic imprinting. In general, methylation of CGIs causes robust tran-
scriptional repression. [4]

Different enzymes in vertebrate cells regulate the setting and removal of DNA
methylations. Methylation pattern is established by DNA methyltransferases
DNMT3A and DNMT3B together with DNMT3L which is then maintained
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Figure 2.2: Structure of 5mC, 5mhC, 5fC, 5caC and unmethylated cyto-
sine. More specific modification pathways proposed by Pfeifer et al. [12] are
visualized.

through cell division by DNMT1 and associated proteins. Active demethy-
lation is catalyzed by the ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of proteins.
TET-proteins have been suggested to act in the development, stem-cell repro-
gramming, meiosis, and maintenance of imprinting. The methylation status
of CpG dinucleotides can also be detected by specific protein domains. It
is however mostly unclear, how the proteins containing these domains con-
tribute to gene repression or how they bind to CpG sites. [4]

Changes in the methylation patterns of DNA are frequently observed in dis-
ease, especially in cancer. These changes include methylation of CGIs of tu-
mor suppressor genes, which implies a functional role. For example, TET2-
mutations have been linked to many myeloid malignancies and DNMT3A
mutations are among the most common mutations in acute myeloid leukemia
(AML). The actual mechanisms in both examples are yet to be discovered,
but it seems like a loss of function of TET2 or DNMT3A seems to be the
primary events. [4]
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2.3 Adducts

DNA adducts are formed by the interaction of an electrophilic molecule and
a nucleophilic site in DNA. In a chemical reaction, an electrophile tries to
receive electrons to form a covalent bond while a nucleophile tries to donate
electrons, for both to obtain a stable electron configuration. The formation
of a DNA adduct is generally considered a critical event in carcinogenesis, the
formation of cancer. This appears to result from the chemical modification
of the DNA followed by the replication of DNA, which converts a repairable
anomaly into a heritable mutation. [5]

There are in total 18 different potential sites for adduct formation in DNA.
The formation of an adduct is affected by multiple factors such as the prop-
erties of the reactive species, the nucleophilicity of a DNA site, and steric
factors, which explain how accessible a site is and how likely it is to collide
and interact with another molecule. The sites vary on how nucleophilic they
are, with ring nitrogens such as N3 and N7 of guanine and adenine being
the most reactive toward electrophiles, and oxygens outside the base rings
being less reactive. Nucleotide sequence context can also affect DNA-adduct
formation. This is most noticeable in sequences of continuous guanines. [5]

Different chemical carcinogens produce different kinds of adducts with dif-
ferent reaction mechanisms. Among the adduct-forming chemical species
are alkylating agents, aromatic amines, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons. Weakly electrophilic alkylating agents tend to react via the SN2 reac-
tion mechanism with highly nucleophilic DNA sites, while more electrophilic
compounds tend to react via the SN1 reaction mechanism. The highly elec-
trophilic compounds show less discrimination towards the nucleophilicity of
the DNA site due to high reactivity. The bulkier aromatic compounds react
primarily with the exocyclic amino groups of guanine and adenine bases. [5]

The probability of a DNA adduct to induce miscoding during replication de-
pends on the type of the adduct. While alkylation reactions primarily occur
at ring nitrogen sites, the more promutagenic lesions tend to be alkylations of
the oxygens outside the base rings. For example, alkylation of the oxygen at
position 6 in guanine induces GC to AT mutation, and alkylation of the oxy-
gen at positions 2 or 4 in adenine induces AT to GC or AT to TA mutations
respectively. DNA adducts at other sites that are involved in base-pairing
are also likely to result in mutations in DNA replication. The bulkier aro-
matic compounds can induce mutations by causing conformational changes
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in DNA. For example, an adduct of 2-acetylaminofluorene to the carbon at
position 8 of guanine has been suggested to result in GC to TA mutation,
even though C8 of guanine is not involved in base-pairing. [5]

It is important to study the mutagenic potential of specific DNA adducts to
assess the carcinogenic risk. Two examples of well studied adduct-forming
chemicals are acetaldehyde and 7,12-Dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA).
Acetaldehyde is formed in ethanol metabolism and it is also present in to-
bacco smoke. The most common DNA adduct formed by acetaldehyde is
N2-ethyl-’2-deoxyguanosine, where acetaldehyde reacts with the nitrogen at
position 2 in a guanine base. However, there is a lack of evidence on the
carcinogenicity of this adduct. Another adduct formed by acetaldehyde is
1,N2-propano-2’-deoxyguanosine (1-N2-PdG) which has been found to be car-
cinogenic and able to participate in the formation of secondary lesions such
as DNA-protein cross-links and DNA interstrand cross-links. [13].

DMBA is known to be carcinogenic and it has been used as a tumor initia-
tor in cancer research. DMBA forms mainly depurinating adducts where a
12-methyl group of the DMBA molecule reacts with the N-7 of an adenine
or guanine base. This cleaves the purine base and leaves an apurinic site.
Apurinic site will most likely result in an A to T transversion or a G to T
transversion in replication since deoxyadenosine is most frequently inserted
across the apurinic site. When A to T transversion occurs at codon 61 of
H-ras gene in mice, it will activate the ras oncogene, which is involved in
tumor initiation. [14]

Colibactin is an adduct-forming molecule that is excreted by certain strains
of Escherichia coli bacteria in the human microbiome. It is encoded by
the clb gene cluster. Clb-positive E. coli have been found to induce DNA
damage in eukaryotic cells, promote tumor formation in mouse models of
colorectal cancer (CRC), and they have been found to be more prevalent in
CRC patients compared to healthy controls. However, since colibactin does
not appear to be isolable, its structure has been difficult to characterize. The
first structural assignment was proposed in a recent paper by M. Xue et al.
[6], where they used a combination of genetics, isotope labeling, tandem mass
spectrometry, and chemical synthesis to deduce the proposed structure. This
structure is visualized in Figure 2.3.

The biosynthesis of colibactin is a complex process with multiple interme-
diate products. One of the intermediate products has been shown to be
electrophilic and to react with adenine bases in the DNA creating ade-





Chapter 3

Nanopore sequencing

3.1 Overview and history

DNA sequencing is the process of determining the base sequence of a bio-
logical deoxyribonucleic acid sample. The result is a computer-readable file
of basecalls with different quality metrics. Modern sequencing methods can
be roughly divided into short-read methods such as Illumina, SOLiD, 454
and long-read methods such as single-molecule real-time sequencing devel-
oped by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and nanopore sequencing developed by
Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT). Short-read sequencing methods are
generally more cost-efficient, having a larger throughput and speed while
having smaller error rates than long-read methods. However, many complex
repeating areas in the genome that contribute to evolution, adaptation, and
disease, are so long that they can not be resolved with short-read methods.
Another advantage of long-read methods is that they do not use amplification
of sequencing reads, which can facilitate the analysis of base modifications
and adducts. [16] A comparison of the read lengths, sequencing throughputs,
and sequencing costs of different DNA sequencing devices is shown in Table
3.1

Nanopore sequencing is a third-generation sequencing method developed by
Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT). The sequencing method is based on
nanopore sensing, where a change in ionic current is measured when a DNA-
molecule goes through a tiny hole, the nanopore. This method can be used
to sequence native DNA without the need for amplification which makes it
suitable for detecting base modifications from the raw signal data. Nanopore
sequencing scales well and the suite of sequencing devices developed by ONT
range from small portable devices to large desktop machines. Since nanopore

13
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Sequencing device Read length Throughput Runtime
Approx. cost
per Gb [$]

SOLiD 5500 xl 50-75 240 Gb 10 d 70
Illumina HiSeq X 150 800-900 Gb pfc. < 3 d 7

454 GS FLX Titanium XL+ 700 700 Mb 23 h 9500
PacBio Sequel 10-15 kb 5-10 Gb Up to 4 h 85

ONT PromethION Variable* 125 Gb pfc. Up to 64 h 5

Table 3.1: A comparison of the properties of high-throughput sequencing
devices from different manufacturers. Here, pfc. stands for per flow cell.
*The read length of ONT PromethION is variable since the read length is
only limited by the molecule lengths in the sample. Data for this table was
collected from [16] and [7].

sequencing does not suffer from decreasing accuracy as the read length in-
creases, it can be used to sequence very long reads up to hundreds of kilobases.
[17]

Even though nanopore sequencing is a very recent technology, the first drafts
of the concept date back as far as 1989. [18] Before the founding of ONT
in 2005 three major scientific discoveries enabled the development of the
technology. Firstly, Deamer et al. [19] found out that RNA molecules could
translocate through an α-hemolysis channel when an electric field is applied
over a membrane that holds the channel. Secondly, Akeson et al. [20] dis-
covered that nanopore sensing can be used to discriminate between purine
and pyrimidine segments in a DNA strand which gave promise to identify-
ing single nucleotides in the future. This was later achieved by Stoddart
et al. [21] in 2009. With these results arose an issue that needed to be as-
sessed before nanopore sequencing could be feasible. It was controlling the
translocation speed of the molecule through the pore. Even with the smallest
voltage that drives a DNA strand through the nanopore, the translocation
speed was too high, leaving the observation time under 10 µs for each base.
The successful strategy to overcome this was to use enzymes to control DNA
movement through the nanopore. This was first proposed by Akeson et al. in
1998 [22] and further improved by Lieberman et al. [23] by using the phi29
DNA-polymerase.

ONT announced their first sequencing device, MinION, in 2012 at AGBT
(Advances in Genome Biology and Technology) conference and described
the progress on DNA strand sequencing by showing de novo basecalls and
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long read lengths of over 50kb. The company also revealed that the first
complete genome of an organism, phi X 174 bacteriophage, had been ana-
lyzed with nanopore technology. [17] Two years later in 2014 ONT launched
the MinION Access Program (MAP) where they released individual MinION
devices to the research community. [18] Currently, in February 2021, ONT
offers four different kinds of sequencing devices: Flongle, MinION, GridION,
and PromethION. They have different sequencing capacities: while MinION
uses one flow cell with 512 active channels, PromethION can use up to 48
flow cells with 3000 active channels each.

Nanopore sequencing has been very well received and it has improved rapidly
since its launch. Newer chemistries have improved the throughput by a large
margin making it comparable to Illumina HiSeq X Ten’s throughput. Also,
the translocation speed has increased to 450 bases per second (bps) with R9.4
chemistry from the previous 30 bps with R7.3 flow cells, which makes newer
machines much faster than the previous iterations. The long read lengths
also allow whole-transcript sequencing without the need for assembly. [7]

However, there are still two major issues with nanopore sequencing that hin-
der its performance. The first issue is that the amount of reactions catalyzed
by the enzyme that feeds DNA into the nanopore is stochastic. This makes
the enzyme an imperfect ratchet, which causes the time intervals between
each advance of the DNA strand to vary. As a result, some short events
may be overlooked in the basecaller as noise and some long intervals may be
indistinguishable from a repetitive sequence of a single base. For this reason,
the most common error type of nanopore sequencing is deletions. The second
issue is that with the current nanopore design several nucleobases contribute
to each signal measurement. This diminishes the signal-to-noise ratio for
basecalling so that only the most likely sequence can be determined. [18]

3.2 Nanopore sensing

Nanopores are tiny holes, only a few nanometers in diameter, that exist in
biological systems as proteins embedded in cell membranes. They act as
conducting channels through the membrane. They are exploited in nanopore
sequencing in combination with the latest miniaturized electronics. ONT
uses currently biological nanopores, which means that the pores are formed
by pore-forming protein in an amphiphilic membrane such as a lipid bilayer.
However, in the future, solid-state nanopores or hybrid nanopores are likely
to become the new standard. Solid-state nanopores are formed by focus-
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ing ion or electron beams on synthetic materials such as silicon nitride or
graphene. Still, further research is needed to reach similar atomic precision,
naturally achieved by protein pores. Hybrid nanopores would combine the
best properties of biological and solid-state pores by integrating the protein
pore into a solid-state membrane. [24]

Currently, the most used pore created by ONT (pore version R9.4.1) is a
mutant of the CsgG lipoprotein from E. coli, where it translocates polypep-
tides across the bacterial membrane. Its inner diameter is 1nm which is the
same scale as single-stranded DNA. It consists of nine identical subunits that
form the 36-strand beta-barrel structure and it has been engineered to allow
DNA instead of polypeptides to be translocated through the structure. This
pore is visualized in Figure 3.1 C). Nanopores may also be modified by using
protein-engineering techniques and targeted chemical modifications. With
these pore-modifications, it is possible to tune the nanopore’s sensitivity to
individual molecules to create custom nanopore sensors for detecting a broad
range of analytes such as metal ions or large proteins. For example, by using
genetic modifications it is possible to enhance specific binding sites around
the cavity of the pore. [17]

The nanopore has been engineered to have a narrow part at the bottom of the
barrel which houses the nanopore reader. This reader consists of amino acid
residues that can be in contact with the DNA strand and discriminate be-
tween different nucleotides. The reader reads the combination of nucleotides
that create a characteristic disruption in the electrical current as the DNA
strand moves through the pore. This can be used to determine the base order
of the DNA strand.

All necessary components that are required for nanopore sensing are com-
bined as the nanopore sensor. It is formed by a nanopore, an electrode,
an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), and an electrically resis-
tant membrane. The nanopore is inserted into the polymer membrane which
is formed across a microsupport that provides structure and positions the
nanopore above the electrode. With the presence of the electrically resistant
membrane, a positive voltage can be applied on the trans side of the mem-
brane i.e. below the nanopore. This drives the translocation of the DNA
strand. Changes in the ionic current will be detected by the electrode which
is connected to the ASIC chip. The ASIC chip measures the nanopore sig-
nal and controls the voltage. To get actual sequencing reads, a software is
needed to collect and process the signal data and to carry out control of this
nanopore sensor. [17]
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ONT devices use strand sequencing where intact DNA strands are sequenced
in real-time by the nanopores. This method allows the use of native DNA
molecules that preserves valuable information such as base modifications and
methylation sites and avoids the introduction of amplification bias. Strand
sequencing does not suffer from deterioration of accuracy as the DNA strand
is sequenced allowing the sequencing of very long reads. [17]

Before a sample can be sequenced, the DNA has to be prepared with a library
preparation kit. ONT offers many different sample preparation kits for dif-
ferent use cases. Things to consider while choosing a preparation kit include
the quantity of available DNA, the yield and purity of DNA produced, and
the time frame of the experiment. [25]

The most commonly used kits are the Rapid Sequencing Kit that uses a
transposome-based method and prepares the sample in around 10 minutes
and the Ligation Sequencing Kit that uses a ligation-based method and pre-
pares the sample in around 2 hours. The Ligation sequencing kit is recom-
mended for maximum throughput and the Rapid sequencing kit for minimum
preparation time. Both methods add leader adapters to DNA strand ends.
The leader adapters contain a common known base sequence, that is the
first part of the read to be sequenced, and are loaded with a motor pro-
tein that attaches to the nanopore and guides the DNA strand through the
pore, controlling the translocation speed. In transposome-based methods,
the transposase enzyme fragments the DNA and adds transposase adapters
to fragment ends. Next, the leader adapters are attached to the transposase
adapters. In ligation-based methods, the first step is optional DNA frag-
menting. Then, the fragments are end-repaired and A-tailed, meaning that
an adenine is added to the 3’-end to avoid blunt-end ligation. Next, the leader
adapter with a thymine overhang is ligated to the 5’-end. The resulting DNA
fragment with motor protein and adapter sequence is visualized in Figure 3.1
B). To increase read accuracy, ONT has created 1D2 Ligation sequencing kit
that uses special sequencing adapters that encourage the complement strand
to follow the template strand through the same nanopore immediately. [25]

Once a sample has been prepared, the sequencing can begin. DNA tethers
in the polymer membrane concentrate the prepared DNA fragments near the
nanopore. A single DNA fragment is pulled towards the nanopore due to
the electric field, controlled by the ASIC. The motor protein attached to the
fragment end binds onto the nanopore and starts to feed the DNA into the
nanopore in a controlled fashion. The reader part of the nanopore acts as
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a bottleneck: it is the narrowest point of the nanopore and the DNA going
through affects the ion flow induced by the electric field. The changes in the
electrical current caused by the DNA are measured by the electrode under
the nanopore and are fed into the ASIC. Visualization of this process can
be seen in Figure 3.1 A). Once a DNA strand has gone completely through
the nanopore, the motor protein will detach and the pore is ready to read
another read. This process will continue as long as there are DNA-fragments
left or until the run is ended when enough data has been gathered. The
signal that is fed to the ASIC is processed in a computer and the process is
described in Section 3.3. [17]

There are thousands of nanopores in one flow cell. For the MinION ma-
chine that uses a single flow cell, there is a total of 2048 nanopores. Out
of these 2048 pores, only 512 are active simultaneously. The choice of a
single nanopore sensor of each of the 512 active channels is referred to as
multiplexing. It is used to improve the yield of channels. [17]

3.3 Data analysis

Once the raw signal values, also known as ’squiggles’, have been measured
by the ASIC, they are recorded by ONT’s MinKNOW software. Here, as
previously mentioned, the raw signal values are the direct measurements of
change in the ionic current when a DNA strand passes through the nanopore.
MinKNOW organizes the data into reads, where one read corresponds to the
signal changes caused by one DNA strand passing through a nanopore. These
reads are written out as .fast5-files which use the HDF5 format [26]. [27]

3.3.1 Basecalling

The first step in analyzing the raw signal data is to convert the signal mea-
surements into a sequence of nucleic basecalls. ONT’s production version
software uses recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to do the basecalling. Neu-
ral networks consist of nodes that are arranged in layers. The nodes are
connected by weights which are learned during model training, imitating
the structure and function of the human brain. A recurrent neural network
keeps a short internal memory of previously-seen data making it context-
aware. The main basecaller of ONT is called Guppy which uses the flip-flop
algorithm. There are also many research basecallers that use different ap-
proaches such as convolutional basecaller Bonito.
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The flip-flop algorithm uses the raw signal values to write out the proba-
bilities of transitions between multiple consecutive bases. A neural network
considers two possible states for each base: ”flip” state means transitioning
from one base to another and ”flop” state means staying on the same base
for two time-steps. The likelihood of each state for each base is assigned by
Viterbi encoding. This approach performs much better than the previously
proposed ”transducer” basecalling algorithms which consider a shorter se-
quence of surrounding bases while assigning a label. [27]

ONT’s basecallers have many additional features that can enhance data anal-
ysis. For example, MinKNOW and Guppy software can be used to call mod-
ified bases, specifically 6mA dam, 5mC dcm, and CpG. ONT workflow also
allows the users to train their own basecaller by using the Taiyaki software.

The basecalling accuracy is assessed with three features: per-base accuracy,
single-molecule accuracy, and consensus accuracy. Per-base accuracy de-
notes the certainty that a base was called correctly, single-molecule accuracy
denotes the percentage of bases in a read that were called correctly and
consensus accuracy denotes the number of bases in a consensus sequence,
constructed from a pileup of reads, that were called correctly. Per-base ac-
curacy and consensus accuracy are denoted by the Phred Q-score which is
calculated as:

Q = −10 log(p) (3.1)

where p is the estimated error probability of each base. For example Q-score
of 40 means 1 error in 10000 bases. The quality scores values range from 0
to 93.

The single-molecule accuracy has been increasing steadily as the basecalling
algorithms and pore chemistries have been improved throughout the years.
A major improvement was the migration from the transducer base calling
algorithm to the previously introduced flip-flop algorithm. With the latest
pore chemistries and base calling methods, the single-molecule accuracy can
reach values around 94% (R9.4 pore) or 95% (R10 pore). [27]

3.3.2 Alignment and assembly

After basecalling, the reads are either assembled or aligned to a reference
genome. It depends on the application, which approach is chosen. Genome
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assembly aims to reconstruct a whole genome of an organism from sequencing
reads that are typically quite short compared to the whole genome. Over-
lapping reads that originate from the same region can be grouped to form
contigs. A contig is a set of overlapping DNA reads that together represent
a consensus region of the data i.e. order of most frequent nucleotides found
at each position of a sequence alignment. Repeating regions that are largely
prevalent in DNA propose a challenge to genome assembly, since if the length
of the repeat is larger than a read overlap, the reconstruction may become
fragmented or ambiguous. Nanopore sequencing can mitigate this challenge
by offering very long read lengths, as mentioned previously. There are many
methods proposed for creating genome assemblies from nanopore sequencing
data, one of which is Canu. [28]

Canu is a genome assembly method for noisy long-read sequencing data. It
can be used on either PacBio or ONT sequencing data. Canu introduces
several novel features that improve both the efficiency and precision of the
assembly. These features include computational resource discovery and opti-
mization, automated error rate estimation, adaptive k-mer weighting, sparse
graph construction, and graphical fragment assembly outputs. The Canu
pipeline has three stages that can be run either independently or in se-
ries: correction, trimming, and assembly. In its original paper [28], Canu
was compared with FALCON, Miniasm, and hybrid SPAdes assemblers with
long-read sequencing data for multiple different organisms. Canu had the
best percentage of reference genome covered by the assembly for all species
and was the most efficient for most genomes. A recent metagenomic study
also demonstrated Canu’s accuracy for metagenomic genome assembly as
Canu was among the three best-performing methods. [29] However, in this
comparison, Canu was the slowest tool and suffered a lot from indels.

Alignment is the process of finding an optimal position for each read in a
known reference genome. It is a necessary step that precedes many down-
stream tasks such as variant calling or methylation detection. Nanopore
sequencing produces very long but inaccurate reads, which has lead to the
development of tools specifically for nanopore data alignment. Li et al. [30]
created Minimap2 which is a widely used aligner for nanopore data. Min-
imap2 uses a seed-chain-align procedure which is a common approach in
modern full-genome aligners. The reference genome is first collected into
minimizers that are stored in a hash table. Then for each sequenced read,
Minimap2 takes query minimizers as seeds and finds exact matches (i.e. an-
chors) in the reference. The set of collinear anchors are identified as chains.
Dynamic programming (DP) is finally applied to close the distance between
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anchors from the ends of chains. A more detailed description can be found in
the original paper. [30]. Li et al. also compared the performance of Minimap2
with other alignment tools such as BLASR, BWA-MEM, GraphMap, Kart,
minialign, and NGMLR. Minimap2 was able to outperform all methods in
terms of mapping accuracy and runtime for simulated long-read data.

When the analysis is performed on raw signal data, as measured by the
ONT device, it is necessary to re-align the signal values to correspond to the
alignment of the read. Generally, the basecalling of raw nanopore signal can
result in errors compared to a reference sequence. As previously discussed,
the error rates of nanopore sequencing can be quite high, especially for long
homopolymers. The re-alignment process defines new assignments of the raw
signal measurements to basecalls with respect to the reference genome. These
raw signal values are used in modification detection and they can be used for
other downstream analyses. Re-alignment of signal values is typically done
with tombo’s [31] re-squiggle algorithm or Nanopolish’s [32] eventalign
algorithm. Tombo adds the alignment information into the raw .fast5-files
which is more flexible for downstream analyses.

The re-squiggle algorithm operates in the following way: First, the reads
are aligned to a reference genome with minimap2. Then, for each read, the
signal values are normalized by using the median shift and median absolute
deviation of the signal values of the read. Next, tombo detects the events
from the raw signal data (instead of using information from the Event-tab
of the .fast5 file) by identifying large shifts in the signal values by compar-
ing neighboring signal values in a certain window. Here event refers to a
single basecall event which contains varying amount of signal measurements.
Then, given the mapped sequence and normalized, segmented, raw signal
values, a sequence to signal assignment algorithm is used to find the most
likely matching between these two. Finally, bases skipped by the previous
algorithm must be assigned to some signal values. The raw signal is used to
obtain a match for each genomic base. A more detailed description of the
re-squiggle algorithm can be found in tombo’s documentation. [33]



Chapter 4

Deep Learning

Machine learning applications are widespread in modern society and they
have found their footing in business and academic fields. To name a few
examples, they are being used in recommendation systems in social networks
and e-commerce and have provided great results in machine translation. Deep
learning is a subfield of machine learning, where layered network-structures,
deep artificial neural networks (ANNs), are used to solve a large variety of
tasks such as classification, prediction, and clustering of data. ANNs were
inspired by the structure and organization of biological neural networks that
comprise animal brains, even though they have many differences in their
functionality.

Deep learning excels in using large amounts of raw input data. More con-
ventional machine learning methods need considerable amounts of domain
knowledge and feature engineering, i.e. extraction of important features from
the raw input data, to obtain a precise model. Deep learning methods do
representation learning in multiple levels with each layer in the network do-
ing simple but non-linear operations on the data. The abstraction of the
representations gets higher as the number of layers in a network increases,
or as the network ”becomes deeper”.

Let us consider an example where an image is given as an input to a neu-
ral network. The image is an array of values, where each value corresponds
to the color intensity of a pixel. The first layer of representation that the
model learns is usually low-level features such as the presence or absence of
edges in a certain location. The next layer combines this information from
multiple locations and detects specific arrangements of edges such as corners
or angles, regardless of variations in the edge positions. The third layer may
detect motifs that correspond to parts of familiar objects. The subsequent

23
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layers will continue to detect motifs with increasing abstraction and eventu-
ally be able to detect an object from the image. With this framework, no
feature engineering is needed, and the model will learn the representation
from scratch with a general-purpose learning procedure.

Most common machine learning approaches use supervised learning. In su-
pervised learning, there is a large data set of data samples combined with
corresponding labels. As an example, consider a model that would recognize
an animal from a picture. The data set would consist of pictures of animals
and the labels would indicate which animal is in each picture. During model
training, the model is shown these images and it provides a vector of scores,
the length of which is equal to the number of different animals in the data,
for each data sample. These scores are then compared to the actual labels
using an objective function that measures the prediction error. The weights,
which are parameters of the model, are then adjusted to minimize the value
of the objective function using an optimization method such as gradient de-
scent (described in Section 4.2).

In practical applications, the data set is usually split into three parts: train,
validation, and test sets. The train set is used to train the model, i.e. adjust
its weights so that the value of the loss function minimizes. The train set
is usually very large, and depending on the application it can have up to
hundreds of millions of samples. The validation and test sets are used to
evaluate the out-of-sample performance of the model. Often a model over-
fits the training set, which means that the performance is very high for the
samples in the train set but poor for ”new” data samples. Regularisation
methods such as dropout, weight decay, and early stopping are commonly
used to prevent models from overfitting. [34]

Next sections will go into more detail about the learning process of a deep
neural network (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and introduce a few state-of-the-art
deep learning architectures that are relevant to my research question (Sec-
tions 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5).

4.1 Deep Neural Networks

A deep neural network consists of multiple layers that are formed by smaller
subunits called neurons. The first layer is called the input layer and the last
layer is called the output layer. All layers between these two are called hid-
den layers since while training the model we understand or know the model
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input (raw input data) and output (prediction) but everything in between is
a representation created by the model. Each neuron is connected to other
neurons in the previous and next layer (excluding input and output layers)
with weights that are adjusted while training the model. In addition to the
weights, each layer can have a bias parameter. The weight set of a model is
denoted with W and biases with B. Let’s denote the number of layers in the
network as L, where Lth layer is the last layer in the model. Here the layer
index l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Information is carried out through the model, from the
input layer to the output layer, with neuron activations.

An activation of a neuron is denoted as:

a
(l)
i = σ(

∑

j

a
(l−1)
j w

(l)
ij + b(l)) (4.1)

where l is the layer of activation, i is the index of the neuron in layer l, j
is index of the neuron in layer (l − 1), w

(l)
ij is the weight connecting the ith

neuron of layer l and jth neuron of layer (l− 1) and b(l) is the bias of layer l.
The activation of the second layer is a bit different, since there is no previous
activation and an input x of dimension j is used instead:

a
(2)
i = σ(

∑

j

xjw
(2)
ij + b(2)) (4.2)

Here σ denotes a non-linear activation function which can be for example a
sigmoid function or a rectified linear unit (ReLU). A ReLU function is simply
defined as:

ReLU(x) =

{

x if x > 0

0 otherwise.
(4.3)

Additionally, let’s denote the weighted sum of the activations and biases as:

z
(l)
i =

∑

j

a
(l−1)
j w

(l)
ij + b(l) (4.4)

This will be useful while going through the details of backpropagation. To
ease the understanding of the index notation of the weights, activations and
biases, a visualization of a four-layered network is provided in Figure 4.1.

To evaluate a model’s performance in a supervised learning setting, we need
to define an objective function. The objective function is often called a
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cost function. As an example the quadratic cost, or the mean squared error
(MSE), function is formulated as:

C(y, ŷ) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2 (4.5)

where ŷ is the predicted value, y is the label of a sample and N is the amount
of samples in the train set. 4.5 can rewritten with the activations of the last
layer as:

C(W,B,X,y) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(a
(L)
i − yi)

2 (4.6)

Figure 4.1: A fully connected 4 layered neural network with 3 input neurons
and one output neuron. Weight connecting the fourth neuron of the third
layer and first neuron of the last layer is shown as w

(4)
1,4, the activation of the

first neuron of the third layer is shown as a
(3)
1 and the bias of the third layer

is shown as b(3).
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4.2 Backpropagation

Training a neural network consists of two parts: feedforward and backprop-
agation. First, the training inputs are fed through the network to generate
corresponding activations and predictions. The error between the model out-
put and the target is then computed. Secondly, the gradient of the error with
respect to model parameters is computed backwards in order to optimize the
model parameters.

To optimize the weights and biases of a model, the negative gradient of the
cost function is calculated. The cost function values can be thought of as
a multi-dimensional landscape. The goal is to find the global minimum of
the cost function to obtain an optimal model. The gradient of a function
expresses the rate of change for the values of the cost function. By calculat-
ing the negative gradient it is possible to find the greatest rate of decrease
which will lead to a local minimum. An approach where steps are taken iter-
atively in the direction of the negative gradient is called the gradient descent.

In this work, I will focus on backpropagation due to its popularity in the
deep learning field. However, it is worth noting that backpropagation can
be considered as a specialized part of Automatic Differentiation (AD). AD
is a more general approach, that has only recently found a stronger footing
in the machine learning community. Most modern deep learning libraries
lever automatic differentiation engines for backpropagation such as PyTorch.
”Automatic Differentiation in Machine Learning: a Survey” by A. Baydin et
al. [35] is a great resource for AD from machine learning perspective.

Backpropagation algorithm [36] can be used to adjust the weights and biases
of the model. The main concept is to understand how adjusting the parame-
ters changes the value of the cost function. The gradient of the cost function
is calculated with respect to all parameters in the model:
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where nl is the amount of neurons in layer l.

Let δ
(l)
i be an error for the ith neuron in layer l. This is defined as:

δ
(l)
i :=

∂C

∂z
(l)
i

(4.8)

This can be thought as an error measure in a heuristic sense: If the value of
the error is small (near zero), small perturbations in the value of z

(l)
i have

very little effect on the error and there is little room to improve. If the error
is high then even small perturbations can lower the error drastically if the
direction is correct (opposite to δ

(l)
i ).

There are four fundamental equations to backpropagation. They can be
used to compute the error terms and to compute the full gradient of the cost
function. First, an equation for the error in the output layer:

δ
(L)
i =

∂C

∂a
(L)
i

∂a
(L)
i

∂z
(L)
i

=
∂C

∂a
(L)
i

σ′(z
(L)
i )

(BP1 )

This can be derived from 4.8 by using the chain rule. For easier computation,
BP1 can be rewritten in matrix form as:

δ(L) = ∇aC ⊙ σ′(z(L)) (BP1a)

where ⊙ is the Hadamard, or element-wise, product of two matrices or vec-
tors with the same shape and∇a is the vector of partial derivatives ∂C/∂a

(L)
i .

The exact computation of BP1 depends on the cost function. For the MSE
(4.5) cost function, Equation BP1 would compute to:

δ(L) = 2(a(l) − y)⊙ σ′(z
(L)
i ) (4.9)

In order to compute the error in previous layers, all error terms can be written
in terms of the error in the next layer. This can be done using the chain rule
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on Equation 4.8:

δ
(l)
i =

∂C

∂z
(l)
i

=
∑

j

∂C

∂z
(l+1)
j

∂z
(l+1)
j

∂z
(l)
i

=
∑

j

∂z
(l+1)
j

∂z
(l)
i

δ
(l+1)
j

(4.10)

By differentiating wrt. z
(l)
i :

∂z
(l+1)
j

∂z
(l)
i

= w
(l+1)
ij σ′(z

(l)
i ) (4.11)

Substituting the result into 4.10 gives the backpropagation error in terms of
the error in next layer:

δ
(l)
i =

∑

j

w
(l+1)
ij δ

(l+1)
j σ′(z

(l)
i ) (BP2 )

This is the second fundamental equation in backpropagation. It can be
rewritten in a more elegant vector notation as:

δ(l) = ((w(l+1))⊤δ(l+1))⊙ σ′(z(l)) (BP2a)

where w(l+1)⊤ is the transpose of the weight vector for layer l + 1.

With Equations BP1 and BP2 the error δ(l) can be calculated for every layer
in a network. First the error of the last layer δ(L) is computed with BP1 .
By applying the result on BP2 gives the error δ(L−1) in the previous layer.
Once again applying BP2 on the new result gives error δ(L−2) and so on.

To adjust the biases and weights of the network, it is necessary to know how
the cost function value changes with respect to changes in biases and weights.
For biases this is simply the error term of said layer:

∂C

∂b(l)
= δ

(l)
i (BP3 )

For a weight w
(l)
ij the equation for the rate of change of the cost is:

∂C

∂w
(l)
ij

= a
(l−1)
j δ

(l)
i (BP4 )
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This can be written with less index-heavy and more intuitive notation as:

∂C

∂w
= ainδout (BP4a)

Where ain is simply the activation of the input neuron of the weight and δout
is the error of the output neuron of the weight.

Using these four equations together with 4.1 and 4.4 the full gradient vector
can be computed. With these gradient values, the weights and biases are up-
dated with an appropriate learning rate η using the gradient descent. This
procedure can be written as an algorithm:

Algorithm 1: Backpropagation

for each training example x in X do

set input activations a
(1)
x

for each layer l = 2, 3, ..., L do
Feedforward
z
(l)
x = w(l)a

(l−1)
x + b(l)

a
(l)
x = σ(z

(l)
x )

end

Output error δ
(L)
x :

δ
(L)
x = ∇aCx ⊙ σ′(z

(L)
x )

for each layer l = L− 1, L− 2, . . . , 2 do
Backpropagate
δ
(l)
x = ((w(l+1))⊤δ

(l+1)
x )⊙ σ′(z

(l)
x )

end

end
Gradient descent
for each layer l = L,L− 1, . . . , 2 do

Update weights:
w(l) ← w(l) − η

n

∑

x δ
(l)
x (a

(l−1)
x )⊤

Update biases:
b(l) ← b(l) − η

n

∑

x δ
(l)
x

end

As a last remark, this simple implementation of gradient descent is not prac-
tically viable, since it goes through the whole train data set in one iteration.
Usually, the data is divided into smaller sets called mini-batches. The gradi-
ent descent is then used to update the weight after each mini-batch. This is
called stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [37]. In SGD, the gradient vector is
an approximation of the actual gradient vector, since only a part of the full
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data set is used. However, the approximation is close enough to the actual
value and SGD speeds up the training process of a neural network by a huge
margin. In addition, there are many optimizer algorithms that are varia-
tions of SGD that perform even better in some applications such as Adam
optimizer [38].

4.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of neural network used for
processing data that has a grid-like structure. Examples of such data include
image data or time-series data. The term convolutional originates from the
mathematical operator that it performs on the input data. CNNs are defined
as networks that apply the convolution operation in place of standard matrix
multiplication in at least one of their layers.

Convolution is a mathematical operator on two functions f and g that pro-
duces a new function (f ∗ g). It is denoted with the asterisk symbol ∗ and
it is defined as the integral of the product of the two functions, after one of
them is shifted and reversed:

f(t) ∗ g(t) =

∫

∞

−∞

f(τ)g(t− τ) dτ (4.12)

Since in practical applications time and other variables will be discretized at
a certain resolution, convolution operator can be written in discrete form as:

f(t) ∗ g(t) =
∞
∑

τ=−∞

f(τ)g(t− τ) (4.13)

where τ denotes integer indices and it is assumed that f and g takes only
values on indices τ .

In the context of neural networks, the first argument f is often referred to
as the input and the second argument g is often referred to as the kernel.
The output is called a feature map. Equation 4.13 is referred to as the 1-
dimensional convolution. However, input data is often a multidimensional
array in machine learning applications. To generalize 4.13, it can be written
over multiple dimensions. For two-dimensional input I such as an image file,
the two-dimensional convolution over a kernel K can be written as:

(I ∗K)(i, j) =
∑

m

∑

n

I(m,n)K(i−m, j − n) (4.14)
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One important property of the convolution operator is commutativity, mean-
ing that either of the two functions can be flipped and the result remains
identical. Equation 4.14 can be rewritten as:

(K ∗ I)(i, j) =
∑

m

∑

n

I(i−m, j − n)K(m,n) (4.15)

Commutativity is an important property for writing mathematical proofs but
does not have a practical application in deep learning. For this reason, some
deep learning libraries implement the cross-correlation operation instead of
the convolution operator. It is the same as convolution but without flipping
the kernel, and it is written as:

(K ∗ I)(i, j) =
∑

m

∑

n

I(i + m, j + n)K(m,n) (4.16)

Usually the kernel size (m,n) is selected to be much smaller than the input
data. This leads to several benefits such as parameter sharing, sparse con-
nectivity, and equivariant representations, which greatly reduce the model
complexity and runtime. Parameter sharing is a result of applying the same
kernel to multiple locations in the input data. This is closely related to sparse
representations, which means that there are much fewer parameters in the
model with a small kernel compared to a fully connected layer where every
input is connected to every output, which is also called a densely connected
layer. Equivariance is a property of a function that means that if the input
of the function changes the output changes in the same way. In the context
of CNNs, they are equivariant to translation. This means that if the input
is shifted, the same shift can be seen in the output.

Most often, two additional steps are applied after the convolution operation
in a CNN. The first of these two is a nonlinear activation function similarly
as in 4.1 and the second is a pooling function. Pooling replaces the out-
put of the neural network at a certain location with a summary statistic of
the outputs nearby. This is visualized in Figure 4.2. Pooling reduces the
output size which increases the computational efficiency and it also helps to
find the most dominant features. The most common pooling techniques are
max pooling, which returns the maximum value inside a certain area in the
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of convolutional layer operation. First the input is
multiplied by the kernel (filter) in blue and the values are summed into an
output which is shown in green. Figure from [39].

output, and average pooling, which returns the average value for all values
inside a certain area in the output. [40]

4.4 Inception architecture

Inception architecture was proposed by C. Szegedy et al. [41] in 2015 to im-
prove the efficiency of convolutional networks for image recognition. It is one
of the many network architectures that are improved variants of the ’vanilla’
CNN. The idea behind an Inception module is to increase the depth and
width of the model while keeping the number of parameters constant. While
Inception architecture was initially developed for image recognition, it has
already shown great performance in other domains too such as medical image
analysis [42], and regarding my research topic, in DNA methylation analysis
[43].

The main idea of the Inception architecture is to find out how to approximate
and cover an optimal local sparse structure in a CNN. What this means in
practice is that Inception modules have multiple different components that
apply different operations in parallel in each layer, and the results are con-
catenated along the output channels. These parallel operations are 1 × 1,
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architecture. First Szegedy et al. (2016) [47] proposed Inception v2 and In-
ception v3 that try to reduce the ”representational bottlenecks” that occur
when the amount of output channels is decreased too much in the original
architecture. Later, Szegedy et al. (2017) [48] proposed the Inception v4 and
ResNet architectures that aim to make the models more uniform and reduce
the complexity that was introduced by the v2 and v3 models. More details
about these architectures can be found in the respective research papers.

4.5 Transformer architecture

The most common approaches in sequence modeling are recurrent neural
networks, long short-term memory networks (LSTMs), and gated recurrent
neural networks. All of these models aim to produce an accurate sequence
representation of an input sequence, for example translating an input sen-
tence into another language. Vaswani et al. [49] developed a novel approach
for sequence modeling called the Transformer. The Transformer architecture
has become a new state-of-the-art approach in sequence modeling and it has
been applied successfully in many research areas such as machine translation
[49] and biomedical text mining [50].

In sequence modeling, it is important to treat each data point in a certain
context, which is typically set by the previous instances in the sequence. In
recurrent models such as RNNs or LSTMs, this is achieved by a hidden state
variable ht which depends on the previous hidden state ht−1 and the current
input xt. In order to compute the value of ht, the value of ht−1 needs to be
computed earlier. This leads to sequential computations, which can not be
easily parallelized due to the sequential structure of the model. Transformer
models utilize an attention mechanism to overcome this inherent limitation
of more traditional sequence models.

Like other competitive neural sequence transduction models, Transformer
models have an encoder-decoder structure. First the encoder maps a se-
quence of symbol representations x = x1, . . . , xn into a sequence of contin-
uous representations z = z1, . . . , zn. This embedding is not necessary if the
input is already a continuous representation. The decoder will use z to gen-
erate an output sequence y = y1, . . . , ym. The model is autoregressive in each
step, which means it uses all previously generated symbols as additional in-
put when generating the next. The full model is visualized in Figure 4.4.

The encoder model consists of a stack of encoder layers and the decoder
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consists of a stack of decoder layers. In the model proposed by Vaswani
et al. [49] the number of layers in each model was 6, but this is a tunable
hyperparameter that is chosen specifically for each application. Before each
module, the input is first embedded from symbolic representation into con-
tinuous representation. In the original model the embedding dimension was
dmodel = 512. The input is then encoded positionally since the model has no
recurrence. This is performed by injecting information that depends on the
position of a value in the sequence:

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel)

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/dmodel)
(4.17)

where pos is the position in the sequence and i is the dimension.

Each encoder layer has two sub-layers: a multi-head attention layer and a
feed-forward layer. A residual connection is applied around each of the sub-
layers followed by a layer normalization which is defined as: LayerNorm(x+
Sublayer(x)), where Sublayer(x) is the output of the specific sub-layer. All
the sub-layers produce outputs of the same dimension to facilitate the resid-
ual connections. The structure of the decoder layer is quite similar to the
encoder layer. In addition to the two sub-layers, it has a multi-head at-
tention layer, which incorporates the output of the encoder layer into the
decoder layer. The residual connections and layer normalizations are per-
formed similarly. The self-attention mechanism is masked in decoder layers
which prevents the model from using upcoming values while doing predic-
tions.

Attention mechanisms are functions that map a query vector and a set of key-
value pair vectors to an output vector. The output is computed by weighting
each value with the compatibility value of the corresponding query and key
and then summing the results. This is done for each sequential vector in each
data sample. The query, key, and value vectors are computed by duplicating
the input vector and multiplying it with a specific weight matrix as shown
in Figure 4.5b. These weight matrices are trained during the model training.
The attention mechanism used in the transformer model is the Scaled Dot-
Product Attention. The dimension of query and key vectors is dk and the
dimension of the value vectors is dv. In practice, the query, key and value
vectors are packed into matrices Q ∈ R

N×dk , K ∈ R
N×dk and V ∈ R

N×dv ,
where N is the length of the input sequence. The attention is computed for
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between:
FeedForward(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (4.20)

To highlight the efficiency of the Transformer architecture compared to a tra-
ditional RNN architecture, Vashwani et al. [49] compared the performance of
the self-attention layer and a generic recurrent layer in terms of three metrics:
the complexity of the layer, number of sequential operations, and maximum
path length. The maximum path length is the length between long-range
dependencies in the network, the shorter the path the easier it is for the
model to learn long-range dependencies.

The complexity of a self-attention layer is O(n2 d) and O(n d2) for a recurrent
layer, which means that the self-attention layer is faster than the recurrent
layer when the sequence length is smaller than the representation dimension-
ality (which is most often the case). The amount of sequential operations
is O(1) for a self-attention layer and O(n) for a recurrent layer. Since the
amount of operations is constant for self-attention layers, the calculations
can be easily parallelized which is not the case for recurrent layers. The
maximum path length is O(1) for a self-attention layer and O(n) for a Re-
current layer. This means that self-attention layers can capture long-range
dependencies better than recurrent layers. [49]



Chapter 5

Methods and Materials

5.1 Study design

In this work, I am trying to create deep learning models for two separate
tasks:

1. DNA modification detection

2. DNA adduct detection via read end status prediction

The models take relevant features as an input and give out a binary prediction
whether a site was positive or negative. The relevant features are extracted
from the raw nanopore sequencing data from different samples and data sets.

For the DNA modification detection task I am trying to detect 5mC modi-
fications in two different sequence contexts and in two different organisms.
The 5mCs can be either at a CpG site or at a GpC site based on the treat-
ment of the sample. To train a model to detect methylated sites, a suitable
representation of the data has to be created. This data is used as an input for
the model. This process is referred to as feature extraction. In this study, I
used a similar approach as in P. Ni et al. [43], where two types of features are
extracted for each site from the raw nanopore signal data: sequence features
and signal features. A site of interest is defined by the sequence motif and
sample type. For enzyme-treated samples, the cytosine at a motif is assumed
to be methylated and for a PCR-amplified sample the cytosine at a motif is
assumed to be unmethylated. The label for all sites in the treated sample is
positive and the label for all sites in the PCR-amplified sample is negative.
For example, if one has an M. SssI treated sample, the set of DNA sites would
consist of all appearances of the ”CpG” motif in the sequenced reads and the
labels would all be positive. Feature extraction for modification detection

40
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model is visualized in Figure 5.1.

The sequence features aim to combine the information of the raw signal mea-
surements of the basecalls around the potential methylation site and the base
sequence around the site. 17 basecall events surrounding a site, 8 from each
side, are summarised into 7 variables. These variables are: mean of the sig-
nal values, the standard deviation of the signal values, the number of signal
values associated with the event, and one-hot encoding of the base (4 vari-
ables). If there are not enough basecall events surrounding a site, the site is
not used. This occurs if the site is within 8 bases from the start or the end of
the read. With the long read lengths of nanopore sequencing, this discards
only a small fraction of the sites. The result of sequence feature extraction
is a 17× 7 matrix for each site.

The signal features are extracted from the same 17-base window as the se-
quence features. Signal values are simply 360 normalized current measure-
ments centered around a site. To be more exact, the middle point is the
middle signal measurement of the measurements associated with the site. If
there are less than 360 signal measurements in the window, the signal values
are padded with zeros. This results in a vector of length 360.

The model for indirect adduct detection tries to predict whether the sequenc-
ing of a read is about to end at a given site. The hypothesis that I propose
is that some of the DNA adducts in the sample are larger than the diameter
of the nanopore, which causes the sequencing of adduct-bound reads to in-
terrupt.

The nanopore used in ONT devices has an inner diameter of one nanometer
[24] while the diameter of a double-stranded DNA molecule is around two
nanometers [51]. It has been experimentally shown that only single-stranded
DNA can fit through the nanopore, which indicates that the diameter of a
single DNA strand is less than one nanometer. [20] If an adduct binds to
DNA it will locally increase the diameter of the DNA strand. This presence
of adducts was proposed as a reason for inefficient translocation of RNA
through a nanopore in a recent paper by W. Stephenson et al. [52]. Based
on this observation I try to identify potential adduct-binding sites by the fact
whether a read is sequenced fully or if the sequencing has interrupted. For
this reason I will refer to this model as the read end model.

To identify these interrupted reads, I used information about the sequencing
adapters that are ligated to the read ends during library preparation. If a
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5.2 Data

I used three separate data sets in this study. Two sets consisted of raw
nanopore sequencing reads from samples with induced methylations and one
data set had nanopore sequencing samples from colorectal cancer (CRC) pa-
tients. The first two sets were used to train and validate the modification
detection model and the third set was used to train and validate the read
end model. The sizes of the data sets are shown in Table 5.2.

The first data set (referred to as Set 1) was created at the Taipale lab at
the University of Helsinki. The data consists of GP5d cell line samples that
have been PCR-amplified and then treated with different enzymes. GP5d cell
line has been derived from a human colon adenocarcinoma sample. Samples
with different treatments were labeled with different barcodes (6 in total, 5
enzymatic treatments and one negative control). Since I wanted to predict
5mC methylations, I used data with three out of the six barcodes to obtain
three subsets of data:

1. Untreated PCR-amplified DNA: No methytions

2. M. SssI (CpG methyltransferase) treated sample: CpG sites
methylated

3. M. CviPI (GpC methyltransferase) treated sample: GpC sites
methylated

The PCR-amplified sample has been amplified with polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) that creates a very large amount of copies of the original DNA
fragments. PCR-amplification does not preserve epigenetic modifications
and for this reason PCR-amplified samples are used as a negative control
for methylation detection. These three sequencing data subsets were used
to train the models to detect 5mCs in both CpG and GpC contexts. All
three sets were used to create a data set that contained both CpG and GpC
methylation sites along with negative sites (Set 1 both), and the first and
second subset were used to create a set that contained CpG methylation sites
and negative sites (Set 1 CG).

The second data set (referred to as Set 2) is from J. Simpson et al. [32]
and it consists of nanopore sequencing data for Escherichia coli and Homo
sapiens samples. It has been used in multiple methylation detection studies
such as P. Ni et al. [43], which makes it a great set to benchmark our re-
sults. The Simpson data set consists of reads sequenced with two different
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nanopore technologies: pore R7 and pore R9. The R7 reads were discarded
since they did not contain the raw current measurements that are essential
for modification detection. The reads are 2D reads from NA12873 H. sapiens
sample and a K12 E. coli sample. Both samples were PCR-amplified and a
subset of each was treated with M. SssI enzyme so that the data set consists
of CpG methylated reads and unmethylated reads for both organisms. This
set can be used to train the models to detect 5mCs in the CpG context in
two different organisms.

The reads in this set are 2D reads, meaning that the two opposing strands
of a DNA fragment are connected with a hairpin adapter. This method was
initially proposed to improve the accuracy of basecalling. However, nanopore
technology has since moved away from 2D technology to 1D2 technology. For
this reason, I only use the template information from reads in Set 2 and dis-
card the complement information.

The final data set (referred to as Set 3) is a novel colorectal cancer data set
sequenced at the Finnish Center of Excellence in Tumor Genetics Research,
lead by Lauri Aaltonen. The set chosen for this study consists of 10 tumor
samples. Each sample consists of nanopore sequencing reads from the native
DNA samples. However, in the scope of this thesis I only used a single tumor
sample due to time-consuming preprocessing of the samples. This data set
is used to train and validate my novel read end prediction model.

Sequencing statistics for the samples in the three datasets used in this study
are shown in Table 5.1.

The raw signal data in the nanopore reads needs to be preprocessed before it
can be used for modification detection. The reads are first re-squiggled with
tombo [31] which re-annotates the raw signal values to match the genomic
bases that they’re aligned against. This is described in more detail in 3.3.2.
After re-squiggle, the raw signal values in each read are normalized by using
median shift and median absolute deviation (MAD) [31] as follows:

x∗ =
x−med(x)

MAD(x)
(5.1)

where x∗ is the normalized signal, x is the original signal, med is the median
function and MAD is the median absolute deviation defined as:
MAD(x) = med(|x−med(x)|).
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Sample
Amount of

reads
Mapping rate

Median
read length

Average
sequencing depth

Set 1.1 Untreated
PCR-amplified sample

85,026 0.94 3,301 0.087 X

Set 1.2 M. SssI
treated sample

5,584,774 0.99 4,349 7.38 X

Set 1.3 M. CviPI
treated sample

3,039,180 0.99 3,631 3.38 X

Set 2.1 PCR-amplified
E. coli sample

206,734 0.9 5,061 199 X

Set 2.2 M. SssI treated
E. coli sample

155,527 0.9 5,230 149 X

Set 2.3 PCR-amplified
H. sapiens sample

182,798 0.8 2,413 0.144 X

Set 2.4 M. SssI treated
H. sapiens sample

187,006 0.8 2,380 0.146 X

Set 3 Native
CRC tumor sample

19,982,703 0.96 5,137 30.7 X

Table 5.1: Sequence statistics for the sequencing data sets. Mapping rate
is the fraction of bases in all of the reads mapped to reference and average
sequencing length denotes how many times each position was sequenced on
average.
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To make sure that the quality of the data used in my experiments was ap-
propriate, I filtered the reads with different criterions for different data sets.
For Set 1 and Set 3 I selected reads with a mean quality score greater or
equal to 7.0. Mean qscore is a Phred-score that corresponds to the esti-
mated error rate for the entire read, e.g. mean qscore of 7.0 corresponds to
approximately 20% error rate. For Set 2, I used similar filtering as Simpson
et al. [32], where reads were first mapped to their reference genome, and
reads with mapping scores greater or equal to 20 were selected. Minimap2
[30] was used to map the nanopore reads against the reference genome. The
sites extracted from Set 3 were additionally filtered with a positional ex-
clusion list since I observed abnormally high sequencing depths at certain
locations with low-quality assembly. The exclusion list was downloaded from
The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) consortium with accession
number ENCFF356LFX.

The data preprocessing pipeline was implemented with python. The signal-
realignment was done with tombo and the feature-extraction was done with
a custom script. The extracted features were stored in .npy-files so that
they could be efficiently read with PyTorch. The script creates separate files
for signal values, sequence values, and labels as described in Section 5.1. It
also saves the alignment information of the sites. The script saves a maxi-
mum of one million sites per file, to prevent the files from becoming too large.

Feature extraction for DeepSignal models was done with the same custom
feature extraction scripts, since DeepSignal’s feature extraction does not sup-
port multifast5-files i.e. fast5-files that contain the data from multiple reads
opposed to single-fast5s. My script has an option to output the data in the
exact same format as DeepSignal that was used in the preprocessing. The
rows of all DeepSignal files were shuffled and the files were converted to bi-
nary with a script provided with DeepSignal. This is recommended for large
input files.

Before training the model, all data sets were split into train, validation, and
test sets. Each of these subsets was balanced so that they contained 50% of
positive and negative sites. For Homo sapiens samples the train-validation-
split was done chromosome-wise: Chromosomes with uneven number were
used to create the training set and chromosomes with even number were used
to create the validation and test sets. I also included mitochondrial DNA
in the test set, to see if how the model performs on mitochondrial DNA.
The resulting chromosome sets were train: chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15, 17, 19, and 21; validation: chromosomes 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20; test:
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Data set Train sites Validation sites Test sites Total sites
Set 1 both 35,621,765 14,283,372 18,136,104 68,041,241
Set 1 CG 17,801,516 7,141,819 9,007,951 33,951,286

Set 2 Homo sapiens 1,335,337 564,141 667,659 2,567,137
Set 2 E. coli 14,298,819 7,148,863 7,148,540 28,596,222

Set 3 4,054,042 1,699,097 2,078,726 7,831,865

Table 5.2: Sizes of the data sets used in this study.

chromosomes 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, X, Y, and MT. For E. coli samples, the
splits were created randomly with fractions 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25.

5.3 Methods in the literature

There is a large variety of methods with different approaches and properties
that can call modified bases from nanopore sequencing data. These meth-
ods can be roughly divided into two groups: statistical testing methods and
model-based methods. All of the methods use the raw current measurements
for the modification detection, but their approaches are different in nature.
[53] Before introducing my approach for modification detection, I will shortly
go through some of the different approaches developed for this task.

Statistical testing based methods compare a native sample and a PCR-
amplified sample and detect modified sites by the differences in the sig-
nal measurements between these two samples. Methods that apply statisti-
cal testing include tombo/nanoraw [31] and NanoMod [54]. Tombo applies
Mann-Whitney U-test to identify genomic positions that have shifted elec-
tric current compared to the amplified sample. Since modified bases regularly
shift the electrical current at several bases around the modified base, Fisher’s
test is applied across a moving window to compute the final significance val-
ues. As previously mentioned, the tombo package also includes widely used
preprocessing functions for nanopore data, such as re-squiggling of the raw
reads. [31] NanoMod applies the Kolmogor-Smirnov test to compare the cur-
rent values between the samples. The obtained p-values are adjusted by using
Weighed Stouffer’s method to account for the neighboring effect i.e. the shift
to the electrical current at surrounding bases induced by a modified base. [54]

Model-based methods use a labeled training data set to calibrate a statistical
model, that is used to detect the modified sites. Models used for this task
include hidden Markov models (HMM) and deep neural networks. Nanopol-
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ish [32] and SignalAlign [55] are examples of HMM-based methods. Hidden
Markov models can be used to compute the probability of a sequence of
events when the variable of interest is not observed directly but via emission
distributions. In this case, the raw signal measurements are used to compute
the probability of observing a k-mer given a state. Simpson et al. [32] used
Set 2 as a training data set to train the HMM for a set of standard 6-mers
and 6-mers with 5mCs. SignalAlign applies a hierarchical Dirichlet process
(HDP) mixture model in combination with the HMM. HDP mixture aims to
shrink estimates of different emission distributions towards each other, which
boosts the statistical strength of the model since each distribution can share
the information learned by others. Rand et al. [55] trained SignalAlign to
detect 5mCs, 5hmCs and 6mAs.

DeepSignal is a method developed by Ni et al. [43] that uses deep neural
networks for methylation detection. The model architecture consists of two
different modules, a sequence feature module and a signal feature module,
which use different input data. The sequence module is a bi-directional RNN
with LSTM cells that uses sequence features (described in 5.1) as input. The
sequence feature module has three forward layers and three backward layers.
The signal feature model is a deep CNN that is a variation of the GoogLeNet
[41] that uses signal features as input. The outputs of the sequence feature
module and the signal feature modules are concatenated in the classification
module and fed through two fully connected layers. Finally, a sigmoid acti-
vation function is used to classify the target site. DeepSignal was trained on
the same data set as Nanopolish [32] which means it was originally trained
on only CpG-methylations. [43]

DeepMod [56] is another methylation detection method that uses a deep neu-
ral network. The model architecture consists of a three-layered bi-directional
RNN with LSTM-cells, similarly to the sequence module of DeepSignal [43].
The input of the network consists of 7 features (sequence features described
in 5.2) for each base event, for 21 basecall events surrounding a site. The
output of the RNN is used to predict the methylation status of the mid-
dle position. Also, a second neural network can be applied to incorporate
the correlation of methylation of a CpG site and its neighboring CpG sites.
DeepMod was trained to detect two types of methylations, 5mC and 6mA,
for three different genomes. [57]

There are some differences between methods based on statistical testing and
model-based methods by nature. Testing-based methods do not need a train-
ing data set in order to detect modifications, unlike model-based methods
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changes induced by such modifications. Another paper by Stephenson et al.
[52] addressed the effect of large RNA-adducts on the translocation speed of
nanopore sequencing, proposed a new adduct forming reagent for SHAPE-
MaP protocol, and performed modification detection for nanopore RNA se-
quencing data with tombo and Nanopolish. The SHAPE-MaP (Selective
2’-Hydroxyl Acylation analyzed by Primer Extension and Mutation Profil-
ing) protocol is used for identifying functional RNA motifs. They found
out that the newly proposed 1-acetylimidazole (AcIm) is better suited for
SHAPE-MaP protocol with nanopore sequencing than other SHAPE-MaP
reagents such as NAI or NMIA due to the smaller 2’-O-adducts formed by
AcIm. [52]

5.4 Novel Method

Development of my novel method started by studying the deep learning meth-
ods already developed for DNA modification detection for nanopore data.
Both methods proposed in the literature [43, 56] use an RNN-structure for
processing sequential data and DeepSignal uses the additional CNN-based
signal module for processing signal data. I wanted to preserve the multi-
modal input and decided to use a sequence module and a signal module in
order to capture both signal-level features and sequence level features for
predicting the modification status. I replaced the RNN with a transformer
architecture since transformer can be parallelized better than RNN, making
it more efficient, and because transformers can capture long-range dependen-
cies better than RNNs. [49]

My network’s architecture is visualized in Figure 5.4. It takes two types
of data as input: the signal features and the sequence features. These are
described in Section 5.1. The signal module consists of three convolutional
layers, max pool layers, and Inception layers. The first layers are convolu-
tional layers with one max pool in between. These reduce the size of the
input and increase the amount of channels. After each convolutional layer,
batch normalization and ReLU activation are applied. The data is then fed
into alternating stack of Inception layer stacks and max pool layers. The first
Inception stack consists of 3 consecutive modules, the second one consists of
5 consecutive modules and the final one consists of 3 consecutive modules. A
single Inception module, as I implemented, is visualized in Figure 5.5. As for
the first convolutional layers, a batch normalization and ReLU are applied
after every convolutional layer in the Inception module. The max pools in
between the Inception stacks reduce the input size in half. The output of the
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unmethylated site. The output is then fed through a sigmoid function which
is rounded to the nearest integer to give the final prediction. The number of
parameters in the full model is 32,826,999.

The read end model has almost identical architecture as the modification de-
tection model, because the input data is extracted in the same fashion. The
input dimensions of the signal and sequence data are a bit smaller due to the
shorter window size of 9 bases compared to 17 for the modification model.
The input size of B × 180 raw signal measurements reduces the output size
of the signal module to B × 2880 and the B × 9 × 7 input to the sequence
module produces output of B × 63 after squeezing to one dimension. The
input and output size of the linear layer after concatenating the module out-
puts is 2,943. This reduces the amount of parameters for the adduct model
to 9,684,535.

The model parameters are learned by training the model on the train set.
I chose Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) as the loss-function that is minimized
during model training. BCE is typically used in binary prediction tasks. The
BCE loss is defined as:

L = −(y log(p) + (1− y) log(1− p)) (5.2)

where y is the true label of a site and p is the predicted probability of a true
label.

In order to prevent overfitting of the model, multiple regularization strate-
gies were considered. I ran a full hyperparameter search using Bayesian
hyperparameter estimation. The idea of Bayesian hyperparameter estima-
tion is to build a probability model (often referred to as a surrogate func-
tion) of the objective function and use it to select the most promising set
of hyperparameters. The actual objective function is then evaluated and
the probability model is updated. This process is repeated until a satis-
factory set of hyperparameters is found. There are multiple methods that
use Bayesian approach for hyperparameter search, but the one that I used
was Tree-structured Parzen Estimator (TPE). Bayesian approach is great for
tasks that require a lot of computations, such as neural networks, since it
reduces the amount of iterations needed compared to random search or grid
search. Bergstra et al. [59] compared the performance of multiple hyper-
parameter optimization methods for multiple classification tasks and TPE
consistently outperformed random search and manual search.
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The parameters considered in the hyperparameter search were dropout, weight
decay, amount of transformer layers and learning rate. However, the best re-
sults obtained from hyperparameter search were worse than results obtained
from a model without any regularization strategies, so I decided to run the
final models without dropout and weight decay. The results of the hyperpa-
rameter search are shown in Chapter 6.

The model was trained using the Adam optimizer [38] with the default learn-
ing rate of 0.001. The batch size was chosen to be 512 as in DeepSignal [43].
The model was implemented in Python using PyTorch version 1.6. The hy-
perparameter search was done using hyperopt library. The source code of
my models is provided in Appendices on page 85.



Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Modification detection

I ran my model and DeepSignal on Set 1 and Set 2 to compare their per-
formance in the methylation detection task. I compare the performance
metrics and runtime of both models on both data sets. The performance
metrics considered are accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, and Area
Under receiver characteristic Curve (AUC) computed on the test set. Binary
predictions are used for the first four metrics and the sigmoid outputs (pre-
diction probabilities) are used for the AUC. The performance results for my
model are shown in Table 6.1 and in Table 6.2 for DeepSignal. Additionally,
ROC-curves and loss-curves for my models are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.1.

The runtime values for each model are shown in Table 6.3

Dataset Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision AUC

Set 1 both methylations 0.946 0.931 0.960 0.958 0.986
Set 1 CpG only 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.982

Set 2 Homo sapiens 0.862 0.844 0.881 0.877 0.947
Set 2 E. coli 0.918 0.898 0.935 0.917 0.977

Table 6.1: Performance of my novel method. Bolded accuracies denote the
best-performing models for each set. These accuracies are from the predicted
values on the test set.

Set 1 with 5mC methylations in both sequence contexts (CpG and GpC) was
the largest set that the models were trained on. This was also the only set
with two different sequence contexts. The DeepSignal model was trained for
only one epoch, while my novel method was trained for 5 epochs. This is
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Dataset Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision AUC

Set 1 both methylations 0.959 0.967 0.942 0.971 0.989
Set 1 CpG only 0.932 0.920 0.946 0.944 0.983

Set 2 Homo sapiens 0.869 0.863 0.874 0.873 0.953
Set 2 E. coli 0.913 0.891 0.929 0.910 0.976

Table 6.2: Performance of DeepSignal models. Bolded accuracies denote the
best-performing models for each set. These accuracies are from the predicted
values on the test set.

due to the infeasible runtimes of DeepSignal that are discussed later. The
DeepSignal model was trained on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 PCIE 16GB
GPU and my model was trained on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 PCIE 16GB
GPU. DeepSignal performed better in this prediction task, with an accuracy
of 0.959, where my model achieved an accuracy of 0.946. Runtime compari-
son of the models shows that training of my model is much faster compared
to DeepSignal.

Set 1 with only CpG methylations is smaller than Set 1 with both methyla-
tions. For this set both DeepSignal and my model were trained for 5 epochs.
The DeepSignal model was trained on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 PCIE
16GB GPU and my model was trained on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100
PCIE 16GB GPU. My model achieved slightly worse accuracy of 0.93, where
DeepSignal’s accuracy was 0.932. My model’s runtime was magnitudes lower
than DeepSignal’s, as seen in Table 6.3.

Homo sapiens samples from Set 2 was the smallest data set of the four. For
this set, both models were trained for 10 epochs. Both models were trained
on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 PCIE 16GB GPU. Both models achieved
their smallest accuracy for this set, which is not surprising since this is the
smallest data set. My model performed slightly worse than DeepSignal and
my model’s runtime was once again much lower.

The final set are the E. coli samples from Set 2. My model was trained for 10
epochs and DeepSignal was trained for 3 epochs. Both models were trained
on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 PCIE 16GB GPU. My model’s prediction
accuracy was slightly higher at 0.918 compared to DeepSignal’s accuracy of
0.913. The runtime of my model was much smaller than the runtime of
DeepSignal.
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Dataset
DeepSignal
runtime

Novel model
runtime

DeepSignal
runtime per epoch

Novel method
runtime per epoch

Set 1 both methylations 43352 min. 2400 min. 43352 min. 480 min.
Set 1 CpG only 41675 min. 1341 min. 8335 min. 268 min.

Set 2 Homo sapiens 444 min. 163 min. 44 min. 16 min.
Set 2 E. coli 12000 min. 2281 min. 4000 min. 228 min.

Table 6.3: Runtimes of my method and DeepSignal. Bolded runtimes denote
the models with shortest runtime per epoch.

of dataset size and dimensionality. [60] For all UMAPs shown in this work,
I randomly selected 100,000 sites from the corresponding test set and com-
puted the three different activations for these sites.

I created three different UMAPs for the model trained on Set 1 with both
methylations. One for the output of the transformer module (sequence mod-
ule) with dimensions 1 × 119, one for the average pool layer of the CNN
module (signal module) output with dimensions 1 × 5520 and one for the
fully connected layer, where module outputs are concatenated, with output
size 1× 5639. I then created the UMAPs for the random subset for different
activations and visualized them with different properties: true methylation
status, predicted methylation status, the base context of the candidate site,
and methylation class.

Fully-connected layer activations with respect to true methylation density
and predicted methylation density are visualized in Figure 6.3. By looking
at these subfigures it can be seen that the model predictions are very similar
to the true labels and there does not seem to be a certain bias in the UMAP
where the predictions fail most often. The clusters do not seem to be formed
by the methylation status, since there are both methylated and unmethy-
lated samples in almost all clusters. In some of the clusters, some of the true
methylated sites are classified as non-methylated e.g. in the top-right cluster.
This seems to be the only apparent cause of misclassification based on these
figures. It seems like there is a certain ”decision-boundary” for methylation
prediction, that some of the truly methylated sites do not pass.

Figure 6.4 shows the sequence module output with respect to the four methy-
lation classes: unmethylated CpG site, unmethylated GpC site, methylated
CpG site, and methylated GpC site. There are two clear clusters that cor-
relate very well with the sequence context of the candidate sites. However,
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The Bayesian hyperparameter estimation performed on the full model con-
tained the following parameters with priors:

• Weight decay: logU(−4,−0.69)

• Dropout : U(0, 0.5)

• Learning rate : logU(−3,−0.69)

• Number of transformer layers : {1, 2, . . . , 9}

where U() is the uniform distribution and logU() is the log-uniform distri-
bution.

Due to the large size of Set 1 with both methylations, there were strict
limitations to the number of trials that could be run. I chose to run 4 epochs
per trial and 15 trials in total. Here, a trial means training the model from
the start for a set number of epochs. 10 out of these 15 used random start
i.e. the parameter values were randomly sampled from the prior distribution.
This run was estimated to take around 14 days with a single Tesla V100 GPU.
The final parameter set obtained was:

• Weight decay : 0.000124

• Dropout: 0.184

• Learning rate : 0.00110

• Number of transformer layers : 9

However, after running my model on Set 1 both with these parameters I
observed that the model performance was much worse compared to a model
without dropout and weight decay. Due to the heavy computations required
for a second hyperparameter search run, I decided to run the full model with-
out these regularizations. The bad performance with these hyperparameters
could be potentially explained by the incompatibility of batch normalization
with dropout and weight decay. This will be discussed in Chapter 7. The
only parameter value used from this hyperparameter search was the number
of transformer layers. The incomplete hyperparameter search is likely a cause
of the slight overfitting of my models that can be observed by looking at the
loss curves shown in Figure 6.1.
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6.2 Read end prediction

Since this approach for predicting the ending status of reads from nanopore
sequencing data is totally novel, there are no methods to benchmark it
against. However, I will evaluate the performance of the method in the
binary prediction task using the same metrics as I used for the modification
detection model. In addition to the performance metrics, I will use UMAPs
and saliency maps in attempt to describe the decision-making process of the
model.

The read end model was trained on the CRC data set described in Section
5.2 for 15 epochs on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 PCIE 16GB GPU. I chose
the same hyperparameters for this model that I used for the modification
detection model, i.e. number of transformer layers. The results are shown in
Table 6.4.

Metric Value for read end model
Accuracy 0.711
Sensitivity 0.722
Specificity 0.700
Precision 0.706

AUC 0.792
Runtime 658 min.

Runtime per epoch 44 min.

Table 6.4: Results of the read end model

The accuracy of the read end model was 0.711. This is a decent result con-
sidering that the dataset is not optimal for this prediction task and that
this approach is novel. It is also worth noting that this model was originally
developed for the DNA modification prediction task and it was applied with
little modifications on this new task. More details on the compatibility of
the data set for this prediction task in Chapter 7.

I order to evaluate which features contribute the most to the read end status
prediction I visualized the input data with saliency maps. Saliency maps
are generated by calculating the gradient of the last layer activations with
respect to each input feature. I then took the absolute value of each gradient
and averaged the values of 100000 saliency maps generated for a subset of
the test data in order to find the features that contribute the most to the
prediction. A heatmap for the sequence data is shown in Figure 6.7 and a
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heatmap for the signal data is shown in Figure 6.8.

Based on Figure 6.7, the sequence features that contribute the most to the
read end prediction are the mean, standard deviation, C-status and T-status.
The position of the features is also very important as the values in the mean
saliency map are noticeably higher for the last three bases compared to the
rest of the data. This is expected as the model is trained to predict which
sites are from reads that ended at given position (last base in the sequence)
and which samples are from reads that continue after the last base in the
sequence. An interesting detail is that the length of the basecall event (how
many signal measurement are associated with a basecall) has little to no
effect in the read end prediction task. Figure 6.8 shows which signal mea-
surements contribute the most to the read end prediction. Similarly as for
the sequence data, the later signal measurements contribute the most to the
read end prediction.

In order to gain even more insight to the decision-making of the model, I cre-
ated UMAPs with respect to many different features. Figure 6.9 compares
densities of the predictions and true labels of the data points in the test set.
This figure shows that the full model UMAP contains several clusters that
contain both positive and negative samples. There are no clear borders be-
tween the positive and negative samples as there were for the modification
detection model. This is expected since the performance of the model was
much worse for this task compared to the modification detection and this
task is expected to be much more difficult with the given input data. By
comparing the true labels and predictions, there are clear differences in the
figures which confirms that the model predictions are not very accurate.

Figure 6.11 shows the UMAPs of the sequence module activations and full
model activations with respect to the last two bases of the extracted features.
Similarly as with the modification detection model, the base context creates
clear clusters for full model activations. There are also similar clusters in the
sequence module activations. This confirms the observation that the last two
bases of the input data contribute a lot to the classification of the model.
Figure 6.12 shows the UMAP of the signal module activations with respect
to the read end 2-mers. The data points are not randomly distributed with
respect to the read end 2-mers but there are no clear clusters like there was
for the sequence module and full model activations.

To evaluate how the model predictions relate to the clusters in the UMAPs,
I visualized the prediction status in Figure 6.10 for the sequence module











Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Discussion

In this work, I presented a novel method for DNA modification detection
and read end prediction from nanopore sequencing data. The model archi-
tecture that I used is novel for this task since there are currently no methods
published that apply Transformers for modification detection from nanopore
data. The Transformer model has a certain advantage compared to RNN-
methods based on the analyses performed in this work. The runtime of the
Transformer model is much lower than the runtime of RNN-models. The
faster training of the model could be advantageous for applications where
the end-user would be likely to train their own models. This could be, for
example, a situation where the user has a highly specific data set e.g. from
a different organism that the model was originally trained on.

I showed that my model can detect DNA methylations in different base con-
texts and on data from different organisms. In future work, it would be
interesting to evaluate the performance of my novel method on other data
sets with other base modifications than just 5mC. If the model would be able
to recognize other types of modifications, provided with similar input data as
used in this work, it could become a highly flexible tool for studying different
types of DNA modifications.

My novel read end prediction method for indirect adduct detection proposed
in this work is able to predict the ending status of DNA reads at an accuracy
of 0.711. The approach used in this study is completely novel and experi-
mental and it is based on the assumption that large DNA adducts, such as
colibactin, interrupt the sequencing of DNA reads on a nanopore sequenc-
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ing machine and induce deviations in the signal that can be used to detect
such adducts indirectly. The performance of the read end prediction model
is evaluated using typical binary prediction metrics together with saliency
maps and UMAPs.

In future work regarding adduct detection, it is essential to have a data set
where the positions of DNA-bound adducts are known and that has a sam-
ple with adducts and a sample without adducts. This way it is possible to
evaluate the assumption that was made in this work. There are two things
that need to be assessed before the assumption can be confirmed. Firstly,
if large adducts actually interrupt the sequencing of a read on the nanopore
sequencing machine and secondly, if an adduct actually induces a deviation
in the signal. It is possible that my adduct detection model, that is based
on the read end prediction, uses some other mechanism that was just not
discovered in the span of this work. However, I am hopeful that my work
will spark some new life into the nanopore sequencing field and create new
approaches and methods to the adduct detection task.

One interesting approach to improve the read end prediction model would
be to add sequence information from positions after the read end using the
reference genome. I planned to include this in my thesis, but could not finish
it in the span of this work. I would add one more binary variable to the
sequence features to indicate whether the position is measured or fetched
from the reference genome. Since there are no current measurements from
the region after the read end, the mean, standard deviation, and length of
the basecall event should be set to zero for the fetched bases.

A method for colibactin detection from nanopore sequencing data could be
used to investigate the causality of colibactin adducts and colorectal cancer
even further. This could lead into new discoveries in the pathogenesis of
colorectal cancer. A general method for adduct detection could provide sim-
ilar results with other cancer subtypes as well. However, a lot of research is
needed in order for this to happen.

Based on the results presented in this work it seems like my modification
detection method is dependent on a large and high-quality training set. By
comparing the accuracy of the model on Set 2 Homo sapiens data and the
Set 1 CpG data it can be seen that the prediction accuracy was 6% points
lower on the smaller and lower-quality data set. This is not surprising since
deep learning applications typically need a large training data set and my
model is quite large with over 30 million parameters.
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The DeepSignal models turned out to be very slow compared to my novel
method. I think that this can not be explained solely on the difference in
the network architectures. While training a deep learning model, there are
multiple steps that may become a huge bottleneck for data flow. This could
be for example reading the data from a disk to GPU. It is possible that when
running the DeepSignal analyses, such a bottleneck appeared and slowed the
analyses drastically. However, I did not identify such bottleneck when run-
ning the analyses. By comparing runtimes obtained in this work and the
runtimes provided by P. Ni et al. [43] (Supplementary material) it seems like
the runtime of Set 2 Homo sapiens data was the same for both runs at 444
minutes. For the larger data sets such as Set 2 E. coli my runtime, at 4000
minutes per epoch, was much higher than the 1700 minutes in total, achieved
by P. Ni et al. in the original study. The largest data sets performed even
worse runtime-wise that could indicate that there were some issues reading
the data into the model, when the set was large, even though the data was
binarized as recommended.

Against my initial thoughts, both my model and DeepSignal achieved higher
accuracies on a data set that contained both CpG and GpC methylations
compared to the set with only CpG methylations. One possible explanation
is simply that since the data set with both methylations is larger both models
performed better with more training data. The other explanation might be
the effectiveness of the methyltransferases that were used to induce the mod-
ifications. Simpson et al. [32] showed that their data has around 95% of true
methylations at CpG motifs. If M.CviPI has higher methylation efficiency
than the M.SssI that could explain the difference between the accuracies.

The hyperparameter search that I conducted did not give applicable re-
sults. This could be explained by the interaction of batch normalization
with dropout and weight decay. Li et al. [30] studied the combined effects of
dropout and batch normalization and found out that dropout causes a shift
in the variance of a neuron when moving from train to test phase. However,
batch normalization maintains its variance in the test phase. This incon-
sistency named variance shift leads to erroneous predictions. This could be
overcome with uniform dropout, a method proposed in their original work.
Van Laarhoven et al. [61] studied the interaction between batch normaliza-
tion and weight decay and found out that weight decay acts similarly as a
learning rate decay if it is used with batch normalization. These findings were
done with SGD optimization, but van Laarhoven et al. also showed that other
optimization methods such as ADAM only partially eliminate this issue. In
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future work, uniform dropout should be considered and the hyperparameter
search should contain binary values that would indicate whether dropout or
weight decay are in use. This would also consider models without these reg-
ularizations, since they may perform better.

In this study I used the first version of the Inception architecture [41] even
though there have been multiple improvements [47, 48]. It would be inter-
esting to see if the improved architectures would improve the performance of
the model proposed in this work. Another approach that could be interesting
to investigate, is to replace the signal module, that uses a CNN-architecture,
with a Transformer architecture. The Transformer could potentially im-
prove the runtime of the model even further. The raw signal values could
be mapped to a higher dimension using convolutional layers. This has been
proposed by L. Dong et al. (2018) [62] in speech recognition approaches and
it could potentially be advantageous in this domain too.

One interesting approach would be to use only the raw signal data, as the
signal module does, to call modifications. By improving upon the current
signal module structure or by applying a Transformer the accuracy of such
a method could possibly be improved. This would eliminate the need for
genome mapping and it could potentially be used right after basecalling.

7.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, I highlighted the importance of detecting DNA modifications
and adducts and introduced the potential of nanopore sequencing as a mod-
ern and promising approach for analyzing DNA modifications and adducts.
The current state-of-the-art methods for this modification detection task were
presented and analyzed with a clear focus on methods that apply deep learn-
ing. I also reviewed the current topics in deep learning that has been used
for this application. Based on this literature review I presented my own ap-
proach for this timely topic.

I developed a novel method for DNA modification detection and read end
prediction from nanopore sequencing data. In the analyses performed in this
work, my model performed quite well compared to the current state-of-the-
art method DeepSignal. In one out of four analyses, my model achieved
higher test accuracy than DeepSignal and the runtime was noticeably lower
for my model in all four analyses. However, these analyses are currently
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somewhat inconclusive due to the different amount of full training epochs.
More exact analyses could not be provided in the span of this thesis due to
limited GPU resources.

My novel method uses the Transformer architecture that has not been used
previously for DNA modification detection. The Transformer architecture
improved the model’s training speed, which could be advantageous in ap-
plications, where the end-user needs to train the model instead of using a
pre-trained model.

DNA adduct detection has been a less studied topic in the nanopore sequenc-
ing field, and while doing this work, I found no methods that were developed
for this task. I propose a new analysis approach, where read adapter in-
formation is used to identify reads that have been interrupted. I propose a
hypothesis that the interrupted reads may contain DNA adducts that could
not fit through the nanopore. This data extraction process together with my
novel method provided decent results with an accuracy of 0.711. However,
more research is needed with more specific data sets in order to validate
the method proposed here. Nonetheless, the results shown in this thesis are
promising and I will continue to work on this approach and trying to find
out whether the method is feasible or not.
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Appendix A

Source code

Modification detection model

1 import torch

2 import torch.nn as nn

3 import torch.nn.functional

4
5 from layers import *

6
7
8 class Modification_detection_model(nn.Module):

9
10
11 def __init__(self , batch_size , N = 9, dropout = 0.0, inception_inputs = None ,

12 inception_channels = None , uout = False):

13 super(Modification_detection_model , self).__init__ ()

14 self.batch_size = batch_size

15 if uout:

16 self.conv_dropout = UniformDropout(dropout)

17 else:

18 self.conv_dropout = nn.Dropout(dropout)

19 self.conv_1 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 1, out_channels = 64,

20 kernel_size = 7, stride = 2, padding = 3)

21 self.bn_1 = nn.BatchNorm1d (64)

22 self.maxpool_1 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

23 self.conv_2 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 64, out_channels = 128,

24 kernel_size = 1, stride = 1)

25 self.bn_2 = nn.BatchNorm1d (128)

26 self.conv_3 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 128, out_channels = 256,

27 kernel_size = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1)

28 self.bn_3 = nn.BatchNorm1d (256)

29
30 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

31 self.inception_1 = nn.Sequential(

32 Inception_layer(in_channels = 256),

33 Inception_block(k = 2)

34 )

35 else:

36 self.inception_1 = Inception_block(k = 3, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_1"],

37 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_1"])

38 self.maxpool_2 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

39
40 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

41 self.inception_2 = Inception_block(k = 5)

42 else:

43 self.inception_2 = Inception_block(k = 5, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_2"],

44 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_2"])

45 self.maxpool_3 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

46
47 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

48 self.inception_3 = Inception_block(k = 3)

49 else:

50 self.inception_3 = Inception_block(k = 3, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_3"],

51 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_3"])

52 self.avgpool = nn.AvgPool1d(kernel_size = 7, stride = 1, padding = 3)

53 transformer_layers = clone_layers(Encoder_layer(dim = 7, dropout = dropout), N)
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54 self.transformer = nn.Sequential (* transformer_layers)

55 self.pos_encoder = Positional_encoding(dim = 7, dropout = dropout)

56
57 self.fc_1 = nn.Linear (17 * 7 + 23 * 240, 17 * 7 + 23 * 240)

58 self.fc_2 = nn.Linear (17 * 7 + 23 * 240, 1)

59
60
61 def forward(self , x, z):

62 # Signal module

63 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_1(x))

64 x = F.relu(self.bn_1(x))

65 x = self.maxpool_1(x)

66
67 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_2(x))

68 x = F.relu(self.bn_2(x))

69
70 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_3(x))

71 x = F.relu(self.bn_3(x))

72
73 # Inception layers have bns and relus in each layer

74 x = self.inception_1(x)

75 x = self.maxpool_2(x)

76 x = self.inception_2(x)

77 x = self.maxpool_3(x)

78 x = self.inception_3(x)

79 x = self.avgpool(x)

80 x = x.reshape(self.batch_size , -1)

81
82 # Sequence module

83 z = self.pos_encoder(z)

84 z = self.transformer(z)

85 z = z.reshape(self.batch_size , -1)

86
87 # Combine results

88 output = torch.cat([x,z], dim = 1)

89 output = F.relu(self.fc_1(output))

90 output = self.fc_2(output)

91 return output

Read end prediction model

1 import torch

2 import torch.nn as nn

3 import torch.nn.functional

4
5 from layers import *

6
7 class Read_end_model(nn.Module):

8
9 def __init__(self , batch_size , N = 9, dropout = 0.0,

10 inception_inputs = None , inception_channels = None , uout = False):

11 super(Read_end_model , self).__init__ ()

12 self.batch_size = batch_size

13 if uout:

14 self.conv_dropout = UniformDropout(dropout)

15 else:

16 self.conv_dropout = nn.Dropout(dropout)

17 self.conv_1 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 1, out_channels = 64,

18 kernel_size = 7, stride = 2, padding = 3)

19 self.bn_1 = nn.BatchNorm1d (64)

20 self.maxpool_1 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

21 self.conv_2 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 64, out_channels = 128,

22 kernel_size = 1, stride = 1)

23 self.bn_2 = nn.BatchNorm1d (128)

24 self.conv_3 = nn.Conv1d(in_channels = 128, out_channels = 256,

25 kernel_size = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1)

26 self.bn_3 = nn.BatchNorm1d (256)

27
28 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

29 self.inception_1 = nn.Sequential(

30 Inception_layer(in_channels = 256),

31 Inception_block(k = 2)

32 )

33 else:

34 self.inception_1 = Inception_block(k = 3, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_1"],

35 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_1"])

36 self.maxpool_2 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

37
38 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

39 self.inception_2 = Inception_block(k = 5)

40 else:
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41 self.inception_2 = Inception_block(k = 5, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_2"],

42 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_2"])

43 self.maxpool_3 = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 2, padding = 1)

44
45 if inception_channels == None or inception_inputs == None:

46 self.inception_3 = Inception_block(k = 3)

47 else:

48 self.inception_3 = Inception_block(k = 3, input_list = inception_inputs["inception_3"],

49 channel_list = inception_channels["inception_3"])

50 self.avgpool = nn.AvgPool1d(kernel_size = 7, stride = 1, padding = 3)

51
52 transformer_layers = clone_layers(Encoder_layer(dim = 7, dropout = dropout), N)

53 self.transformer = nn.Sequential (* transformer_layers)

54 self.pos_encoder = Positional_encoding(dim = 7, dropout = dropout)

55
56 self.fc_1 = nn.Linear (9 * 7 + 12 * 240, 9 * 7 + 12 * 240)

57 self.fc_2 = nn.Linear (9 * 7 + 12 * 240, 1)

58
59
60 def forward(self , x, z):

61 # Signal module

62 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_1(x))

63 x = F.relu(self.bn_1(x))

64 x = self.maxpool_1(x)

65
66 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_2(x))

67 x = F.relu(self.bn_2(x))

68
69 x = self.conv_dropout(self.conv_3(x))

70 x = F.relu(self.bn_3(x))

71
72 x = self.inception_1(x)

73 x = self.maxpool_2(x)

74 x = self.inception_2(x)

75 x = self.maxpool_3(x)

76 x = self.inception_3(x)

77 x = self.avgpool(x)

78 x = x.reshape(self.batch_size , -1)

79
80 # Sequence module

81 z = self.pos_encoder(z)

82 z = self.transformer(z)

83 z = z.reshape(self.batch_size , -1)

84
85 # Combine results

86 output = torch.cat([x,z], dim = 1)

87 output = F.relu(self.fc_1(output))

88 output = self.fc_2(output)

89 return output

Network layers

1 import math

2 import torch

3 import torch.nn as nn

4 import torch.nn.functional as F

5 import copy

6 from torch.autograd import Variable

7
8 class Inception_layer(nn.Module):

9
10 # The first version as in Deepsignal ,

11 # Inception layers do not modify output channels by default

12 # If channel_list is provided it will use them

13 # Channel list is a 2x4 dimensional list of output channels

14 def __init__(self , channel_list = None , in_channels = 240):

15 super(Inception_layer , self).__init__ ()

16 if channel_list == None:

17 channel_list = [

18 [0,64],

19 [64,96],

20 [48,64],

21 [0,16]

22 ]

23 self.conv_0b = nn.Conv1d(in_channels , channel_list [1][0] , kernel_size = 1)

24 self.bn_0b = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [1][0])

25 self.conv_0c = nn.Conv1d(in_channels , channel_list [2][0] , kernel_size = 1)

26 self.bn_0c = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [2][0])

27 self.mp_0d = nn.MaxPool1d(kernel_size = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1, ceil_mode = True)

28 self.conv_1a = nn.Conv1d(in_channels , channel_list [0][1] , kernel_size = 1)

29 self.bn_1a = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [0][1])
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30 self.conv_1b = nn.Conv1d(channel_list [1][0] , channel_list [1][1] , kernel_size = 3, padding =1)

31 self.bn_1b = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [1][1])

32 self.conv_1c = nn.Conv1d(channel_list [2][0] , channel_list [2][1] , kernel_size = 5, padding =

2)

33 self.bn_1c = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [2][1])

34 self.conv_1d = nn.Conv1d(in_channels , channel_list [3][1] , kernel_size = 1)

35 self.bn_1d = nn.BatchNorm1d(channel_list [3][1])

36
37 def forward(self , x):

38 out_a = self.conv_1a(x)

39 out_a = F.relu(self.bn_1a(out_a))

40 out_b = self.conv_0b(x)

41 out_b = F.relu(self.bn_0b(out_b))

42 out_b = self.conv_1b(out_b)

43 out_b = F.relu(self.bn_1b(out_b))

44 out_c = self.conv_0c(x)

45 out_c = F.relu(self.bn_0c(out_c))

46 out_c = self.conv_1c(out_c)

47 out_c = F.relu(self.bn_1c(out_c))

48 out_d = self.mp_0d(x)

49 out_d = F.relu(self.bn_1d(self.conv_1d(out_d)))

50 outputs = [out_a , out_b , out_c , out_d]

51 outputs = torch.cat(outputs , 1)

52 return outputs

53
54
55 class Inception_block(nn.Module):

56
57 def __init__(self , k = 3, input_list = None , channel_list = None):

58 # k: Amount of layers in the block

59 # Channel list is a kx3x4 dimensional list if used

60 super(Inception_block , self).__init__ ()

61 layers = []

62 if channel_list == None:

63 layers = layers + ([ Inception_layer () for i in range(0,k)])

64 else:

65 for i in range(0,k):

66 layers.append(Inception_layer(channel_list = channel_list[i], in_channels =

input_list[i]))

67 self.inception_block = nn.Sequential (* layers)

68
69 def forward(self , x):

70 x = self.inception_block(x)

71 return x

72
73
74 class Positional_encoding(nn.Module):

75
76 def is_even(self , x):

77 if x % 2 == 0:

78 return True

79 else:

80 return False

81
82 def __init__(self , dim , dropout = 0.1, max_len = 360):

83 super(Positional_encoding , self).__init__ ()

84 self.dropout = nn.Dropout(p = dropout)

85 self.dim = dim

86 pos_encode = torch.zeros(max_len , dim)

87 imax = dim//2

88 if self.is_even(imax):

89 imax -= 1

90 for pos in range(max_len):

91 for i in range(imax):

92 pos_encode[pos , 2*i] = math.sin(pos / (10000) **((2*i) / dim))

93 pos_encode[pos , 2*i+1] = math.cos(pos / (10000 ** ((2 * (i+1)) / dim)))

94 self.register_buffer(’pos_encode ’, pos_encode)

95
96 def forward(self , x):

97 # Make embeddings relatively larger

98 x = x * math.sqrt(self.dim)

99 x = x + self.pos_encode [:x.size (1), :]

100 x = self.dropout(x)

101 return x

102
103
104 def attention(query , key , value , d_k , mask = None , dropout = None):

105 scores = torch.matmul(query , key.transpose (-2,-1))

106 scores = scores / math.sqrt(d_k)

107 scores = torch.softmax(scores , dim = -1)

108 if dropout is not None:

109 scores = dropout(scores)

110 out = torch.matmul(scores , value)
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111 return out

112
113
114 class Single_head_attention(nn.Module):

115
116 def __init__(self , dim , dropout = 0.0):

117 super(Single_head_attention , self).__init__ ()

118 self.dim = dim

119 self.q_linear = nn.Linear(dim , dim)

120 self.v_linear = nn.Linear(dim , dim)

121 self.k_linear = nn.Linear(dim , dim)

122 self.dropout = nn.Dropout(dropout)

123 self.out = nn.Linear(dim , dim)

124
125 def forward(self , x, mask = None):

126 query = self.q_linear(x)

127 key = self.k_linear(x)

128 value = self.v_linear(x)

129 scores = attention(query , key , value , self.dim , mask , self.dropout)

130 output = self.out(scores)

131 return output

132
133
134 class Feedforward_layer(nn.Module):

135
136 def __init__(self , dim , dim_ff = 100, dropout = 0.0):

137 super(Feedforward_layer , self).__init__ ()

138 self.lin_1 = nn.Linear(dim , dim_ff)

139 self.dropout = nn.Dropout(dropout)

140 self.lin_2 = nn.Linear(dim_ff , dim)

141
142 def forward(self , x):

143 x = self.lin_1(x)

144 x = self.dropout(F.relu(x))

145 x = self.lin_2(x)

146 return x

147
148
149 class Encoder_layer(nn.Module):

150
151 def __init__(self , dim , dropout = 0.1):

152 super(Encoder_layer , self).__init__ ()

153 self.attention = Single_head_attention(dim , dropout)

154 self.ff = Feedforward_layer(dim , dropout = dropout)

155 self.layernorm_1 = nn.LayerNorm(dim , eps = 1e-6)

156 self.layernorm_2 = nn.LayerNorm(dim , eps = 1e-6)

157 self.dropout_1 = nn.Dropout(dropout)

158 self.dropout_2 = nn.Dropout(dropout)

159
160 def forward(self , x):

161 x2 = self.dropout_1(self.attention(x))

162 x = self.layernorm_1(x + x2)

163 x2 = self.dropout_2(self.ff(x))

164 x = self.layernorm_2(x + x2)

165 return x

166
167
168 class UniformDropout(nn.Module):

169
170 def __init__(self , beta = 0):

171 super(UniformDropout , self).__init__ ()

172 assert 0 <= beta <= 1, "Beta value in Uout has to be between 0 and 1 or equal to 0 or 1"

173 self.beta = torch.Tensor ([beta])

174
175 def forward(self , x):

176 """

177 Sample noise: r ~ U (-beta , beta)

178 Add to input: x = x + rx

179 """

180 if self.train():

181 r = -2*self.beta * torch.rand(x.size()) + self.beta

182 r = Variable(r)

183 if x.is_cuda:

184 r = r.cuda()

185 return x + x*r

186 else:

187 return x
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